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ABSTRACT
the purpose of this thesis is to present as complete
a picture' as possible of what the ladies of colonial
Westmoreland County, Virginia, wore. It is based on the
Westmoreland County Records for the year© 1700-1775,
especially the volume© of Records and Inventories and those
of Deeds and Wills.
the York County Records and the Horton Papers, both
of which were also researched for the first three quarters
of the eighteenth century, were chosen to provide
comparison and contrast, and in nearly all cases these
records confirmed the findings from the Westmoreland
County Records•
Wo previous work on this subject has used these
primary colonial sources so extensively, and it is
through these sources that concrete evidence as to
colonial, women*s clothing can, and has been obtained. It
Is now possible to discues details of dress and wardrobe
from gowns to accessories to fabrics, and to see the
fashion likes and dislikes of Tidewater Virginia1©
colonial ladies.

V

the; mmim apparel op the

mmi

OP WESTMORELAND COUHTY, VIRGINIA
1700— 1775

CHAPTER I

mmoms

and-hbseabch

The Toung, the Old, the Homely, and the Fair,
To Hrs. Modeiy’a Shop in. Crowds repair, . . •
Flowers, Egrets, tappets. Baffles, charm their Sight,
And each mw Object adds to their Bellghb.
In Short, each 'Purse of its Contents was eas’d,
And both the Parties mutually were pleas *d. * » «
(P.O. June 4, 1772; 4s 1)
these lines,-which appeared-.in-,the Virginia Gazette in
?772, provide a contemporary »s view of eighteenth-century
ladies .and their .fashions,
wear?

Frecisciy what did these ladles

fthat types of gowns, hats, handkerchiefs, and other

garments did they prefer?

This paper will seek to discover

exactly what the women of colonial Tidewater Virginia in general,
and those of Westmoreland County in particular, did wear.
And although women’s clothing' is but a' facet of the colonial
scene, all aspects and details of colonial lif^ are important,
and all are a part of our social history.

Each new insight,

however small, enables us to move one step closer to our goal
of truly unders^nding otjr nation's pre-levolutionary
■years.
The main source on which previous works on women’s
clothing in eighteenth-century Virginia have been based

X

have been first, the costume books which discuss the
clothing worn in the eighteenth century from a general,
■fashion point of. view.
discussed

The weaknesses of these book® will be

in detail, below.'

.Second, the Virginia Gazette has

been used widely, and although it gives a view of what was
probably available to Williamsburg ladies, this- attribute does

not necessarily make it applicable to all of colonial Virginia.
Third, the reference® to clothing which can be traced
through Sweat’s. Index have- been used' by some, and fourth, the
allusions to women ’s ;clothing which are contained
■i

in the

■**■

diary of Philip Fithian have been frequently quoted. feMle
the®® are. all excellent pieces" of material in themselves, they
do not provide a sufficient basis for a thorough study of
women1s clothing. it should be noted at this.'time that while
there are. numerous diaries and travelers’ 'account®

from the

eighteenth century, these contain, very little information on
r

V.

woman’s clothing. This is because the majority of these account®
were written by busy

mm

who paid little attention to what the

ladle®;wore, and by travelera,also men, who noted the-town®, the
political situation, and the economic conditions, but not the
ladies * wearing apparel.

Other source® , such as private orders

and letters, have been used, but these, the costume book®, the
Virginia Gazette. Swem’s Index, and Philip Fithian *s diary, are
the main sources on which previous works have been based.

4
As fat as t have been able to discover, and m

£mr m the -

Colonial Williamsburg Research Department and the Colonial
Williamsburg Costume Hepartment kttaw,none of the previous studies
of the subject of women’s cloth log is eighteenth-century Virgin!©
have been based on county records, even though these would seem
to be the obvious source from which to seek such information, fbns
there is a definite need for a study-describing exactly what •
.
Colonial ladies bought and wore, as it can be derived from primary
colonial sources, particularly, in the case of this thesis, from
the records of Westmoreland County.
■
,■Of course* ..the main purpose ■of the- Millinery Reports ■was

not to tellvhet Virginia ladies wore, 'these reports discuss the
various milliners she lived and worked in Williamsburg, and by use
of the Virginia Cazofcte these reports give a good summary of idiat
was offered in the Williamsburg millinery shops*

A section on

colonial women's clothing is given, but this and all other information
on;ladies1 clothing in these Millinery Resorts was taken from
secondary sources— that Is, from various books idiich discuss
eighteenth-century costume in general..these costume books study
both fashion trends and details of costume, and some, -for example
Ctecil and m i l l * Cannington's fec&ggk fig S a g J M S2SSSBS M
Eighteenth'Century, are very complete and., scholarly*

J&S

However, to

form any conclusions as to what Virginia ladies wore, based on these
costume books, la to fall into an obvious trap*
, the first weakness of such books is that nearly all of them
are studies, of outfits'worn in England during the period under

discussion. the majority of those which do discus* American
colonial clothing concentrate on Hew England*

this leave* a small

number which do examine Virginia ladles* wearing apparel. Including
Jbila Cherry Snrulll*s tjseita**-'life and WOrk^in the Southern
figL^ASa « “» Sf*y. H«weon Stanmrd** goXonlal Z^MSiS— M i fo»i»

;
.
mad Custom. While both of' these are very goodt nelther attempts
to discover exactly what colonial ladies wore by use of the county
records. (Bruce, of course* has done some work on this subject*
baaed on county records, for the seventeenth century.)

the second

objection to over-emphasis of secondary boohs on ladles* dress Is
that these works usually reflect only the top fashions of an era*
not necessarily what was worn by most of the ladies, either In
Itagland or here*.,
_-IBbtimyi&ttfrr'ton costume iSfe' beaed on .'three main source*-of
information.

The first is contenporery. descriptions of eightoenth-

ceatury clothing*

These apply mainly to the wardrobes of 'the. upper

class, and especially to fashion-conscious members of this class.
Portraits, the second source, were largely dons of the very well-to-do,
and show only tbs beat dresses these ;l«die* oinied* j(fhe' only real
exception to thia is Hogarth** etchings*) The third tsain source used
by these secondary works on costume ->£*-'the clothes which have been
preserved through the years, and that exist today.

These vers usually

-the finest dresses'those -ladle* had,',and often; belonged to;nobility
.or royalty#;-.fhat is to say, they, were sapeeia!,.' ti»amirnd;droases
^ich'i^fe.;Wbrn only bcci^io««ily, |*nd. earijfeilly put *w*y# *.
,fl.
v AJLl.of ;the*e secondary source*, then, give us sgUmpse of

6
what fashionable ladies of the eighteenth century wore.
they do not necessarily tell

mm

However,

what the wealthy of Virginia

owned, let alone what clothing the average colonial lady possessed,
fo see this, one has only to refer to the fashion magazines of
j\

today~-Vogne for example. or

mm

the outfits included in smaller

magazines such as Woman’s Day. Heaven -forbid that any reader two
hundred years hence should study some of the fashion articles
printed in our periodicals^ and think that all European and American
ladies in 196£-66 wore .-dresses, like; those shown by Saint-taurent f
But this misunderstanding has undoubtedly occurred to a certain
extent between us and the eighteenth century.
*

y

A.

So all of these general fashion books, while providing good
, background' onbasic fashion trends* do not. give any concrete help
in a searfch:'for what Virginia; women wore*

This, then, is .the place

'where several earlier surveys, not the millinery report ..alone, have
gone, astray. Hie equatingof Virginia everyday fashion' with English
high fashion, has led* naturally enough* to a number of, misconceptions*
Hie costume department of Colonial Williamsburg, on the other
hand, -is not-engaged in-research .work.

They are primarily a business

enterprise,' buying all the needed materials, and making all the
clothing, worn by the hostesses’and-workers, in. the restored -area.
Some research has been done by this department, but the only
county records that have been researched are those of York. Thus
it can be stated that the amount of work done on the subject of
clothing in eighteenth-century Virginia has been small indeed, and
that very little of It has been based on county records.

7
tli© best available ©out©© of information on ladies* clothing
is undoubtedly the county records.

Three major sections of these

records, while containing priceless date on colonial life, do not
contain any information at ail on clothing: these ate the deeds*,
the parish records* and th© court record©*' .So one'must turn to
the inventories*' wilts* and records ,of, estates for a glimpse of
colonial wearing apparel.
for this thesis the Westmoreland County decords were
thoroughly researched for the years 1700*1715*

Most of the

information on clothing was found in Che inventories_of"the .period-.*
These Inventories* especially those made between 1700 and 1750*
ore highly detailed*

They were''generally made ■soon, after a person'1©

death* and were supposed to be a list of all personalty*

That is*

they do not include houses* bams* land* and similar possessions*
Some of these contain literally'every item in the'house, and around
■the grounds* even such items m broken pots* and in -on© case* a'

sunken boat, nevertheless* in'regard to the listing.'of clothing,
several-obstacles were encountered*

first* not all, inventories*

by any.means* contain lists of women4© clothing,

k greater number

do list men1© clothes* and a.still larger group include scattered
\

articles of clothing in a long list of household goods*

This

problem was presumably caused' in a majority of cases by a simple*
natural action—*the deceased* a clothing had been divided up and taken
away before the inventory Was made*

Second, the lists are often

spotty or incomplete in regard to clothing* as though some items had
overlooked or ignored* Third* end a major problem m far as

Information on women*# clothing It concerned* it the fact that
these inventories were made by men.

this may m m obvious mid

unimportant, but in regard to women*# wearing apparel, men can
rarely judge accurately the type of garment, the material need, the
value of the garment, and even in some eases the color*
There la lean Information In the Westmoreland villa than In
the Westmoreland inventories because comparatively few women made
Wills and..many-who did simply left-all their clothing to a certain
person without going into detail.

However, those wills that do go

into detail offer more information on the article# involved than
do the inventories*

In other words, since these were made by women

and the clothing was left'to women, more attention was paid to the
material# .and to the colors, though, the value# of- the garments were
usually ignored.
The reports dealing with estates In the Westmoreland record#
are itemised lists of all the things, including clothing, that the
deceased*# family needed over a set period of time, usually while
the estate was still being settled.

Some of these lists were kept

by guardians, of the articles bought for orphan#.* 'These often
extended on and off over periods of two to five years, and show
what the "infants" (minors under twenty one) needed or wanted in
the way of clothing, as' well as the- value of each article.
Although the relation of wardrobe to economic status is
difficult to determine and can be done only in ten or fifteen specific
cases, there is enough information available in the Westmoreland
County records to provide a fairly complete view of what the women

of Westmoreland, m a Whole, actually wore in the eighteenth century.
Even though the mein emphasis in the research fell on the
Westmoreland County Records* 'the records -of 'another Tidewater county
were needed to provide a basis for comparison and contrast*

To

fulfill this- need*, the fork County' Records were researched for the
seme years (1700-1774) by using first the Colonial Williamsburg
Research Department index to these records, and then by checMag all
entries which contained clothing or .materials in'the'microfilm copies
,■

,/ i

t.

.

of the Vork Records in the Virginia State Library. 'Although there
were, comparatively few inventories of wills containing'ladies*
wearing apparel, there were several which contained exceptionally
complete wardrobe listings.

A nastier of excellent listings of

fabrics and materials were found in these records also* along with
the value of these materials.

These provided a concrete basis for

comparison 6t both prices and types of fabrics used inWestmoreland
and York.
the Norton Papers are a collection of business-paper©' ivm .
'the Norton Company***© merchant firm with bases of 'operation In
London and Virginia.

I used the microfilm copies of these records

from the-Amhives department of Col<«iicl Hllilai^burg#
■of paper# were especially useful,

Two types

these were the orders ■from private

citizens and merchants who sent -for.a'wide variety of merchandise
through' the company* and the bills of. sale in which the Horton
Company itself bought item# to fulfill orders they themselves had
from colonial Virginians.

The orders for clothing usually contain

more information on a given garment than would be found in the county

records. Ibis Is especially true of colors, and to a lessor
extent, of material# and fabrics*

Approximate values were often

given, as the people ordering in Virginia frequently indicated the
price they were willing to pay for a given article.

The greater

attention to particulars found in these records stems from the
fact that these orders were undoubtedly overseen by the female
member# or trie tamilies,

too

naturally anew more, ana carec mom,

about details of color, style* and fabrics than did their fathers
or husbands#
the: order# from merchants for clothing; and accessories'
indicate the variety of colors and values that would sell best in
colonial Virginia, as well as the types and styles of bonnets,
shoes, and other' garments which were Che favorites of the ladies#,
the Norton receipts show the price#' that some items cost in London
during this time, especially shoes* glove#, and stays*
Hie miscellaneous private order# and papers were available
through the files of the Colonial Williamsburg Research Department.
Hie## were mainly order* <fer example those of William Beverley),
and these were very similar to the orders in the Norton Papers.
Here again it Was possible to find information on popular colors
and fabrics* for which we can probably thank the ladies of the various
families.
The other main sources researched included the .Vjirnlnla Qa&et;te
and the periodical# indexed by Sweat?# Index* The Virginia gazette
tells us what was actually advertised in colonial Williamsburg, and
thus provide# a basis for comparison with the findings from the record*

of the

tm

counties-for example there

mm

articles advertised

which did not appear la the county record# at
probably available in Williamsburg.

mlI,

but which were

01 the periodicals indexed

b y Swem, t b g S & s& a te a M g U a a « £ B M sB a a .M g U j a a a f e f r “ »«
M W m jsS S s b Qu*rteriv. M s s ! *

UusiaiftU jaS

Genealogical Kgg£g£ne, end the Lower
Antiouarv were especially useful.

SSHSE* Tlttttato

In these were preserved a variety

of orders, wills,., and letters which would not have been otherwise
available, these included some of Richard Corbin’s orders* comments
.,©» Virginia-women by travelers, and private letters with consent#
on clothing*;
The purpose of1this thesis will be to present as complete a
-picture’
,m 'possible- of what, the ladies of colonial Westmoreland
County* Virginia, wore*

As has been noted, previous works on the

subject of women* s clothing in colonial Virginia are practically
non-existent*

Hie Millinery Reports relied too heavily oh secondary

works for their information on costumes of the period, and the
Costume’Apartment ha# done very little research into the subject.
Hie books, or rather the chapters in books, which discuss Virginia
women* s wearing apparel in the eighteenth century, lack the solid
basis that the county records can give-*© source in which one can
find both ©sweeping cross-section of colonial ladies and their
wardrobes, and also the picture of a number of these wardrobes In
depth and detail*
This thesis, then, will seek to add to existing information
on the subject of women* s clothing in eighteenth-century Virginia by
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attempting to fill in at least gome of the empty spots on what
in almost a hate canvas— to tell what Westmoreland ladies actually
bought and worn, In the eighteenth century.

This dfseussioitwill

alto include, wherever possible, the number or amount of each
article owned by Westmoreland ladlea, what colors or typos of
*

garments were popular, and Ini' soma cases, a comparison of Westmoreland
fashion trends (as found in the county records) with the high* fashion
tendencies of the era in England.
Westmoreland ladies left Just enough information in their
wills and inventories to whet our appetities for mere.

One wishes

that he could talk to m eighteenfch*eenfctiry Westmoreland lady, even
if only for a few minutes, for m much Information on colors, styles,
fabrics, and other aspects of this subject has been lost forever Just because it was common knowledge In the eighteenth century
and no one thought to write it down*

nevertheless ft is a subject

which is both delightful and intriguing— a subject which is -indeed
rewarding— for m one works, these ladies who lived over two
hundred years ago become increasingly real, and surprisingly like
the women of today.

vnAtrCUK *1
WOMEN'S WAEDROBES AND THE
t
l^ ?
m wrflTTOTV
w afa ir
iy SAb i
A iw
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A ^ U tU /o

Westmoreland, lying along the Potomac River in northern
tidewater Virginia, la a region of field# and forests, of
marshes and meadows.

In the early year# of the eighteenth

century it seem# to have been a land of thriving independent
farmers* raisers of tobacco and other staple crop#*

It was only

as the century progressed that the gradual rise of several very
well-to-do families can he noted,

the lees* the Washingtons,

the Ashtons; these and others* by 1750, held enormous tracts of
land with slaves listed by the dossens* Vet, behind them there was
still the ranks of the smaller but prosperous farmers and it was
these who seem to have continued to be the backbone of the county.
Tobacco, Judging from the county records, remained the cash crop

at least through 1770.

C o m and other staples were widely grown

for local consumption, and some cotton and flax was raised for
local use.

Although far from the stores and merchant# of the

colonial capital at Williamsburg* Westmoreland residents had their
own access to England by the sea.
It can be assumed that Westmoreland women were a# interested
in being "fashionable" a# were any of the ladle# of that age.

The

order# that went to England, whether they were for material or
or bonnet# or laces* contained the repeated fervent plea that the
13
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article sent lor bo "fashionable*” But, though the Virginia and
Westmoreland Indies were undoubtedly fashion*conscious > they
probably did not slavishly copy London dress, but made additions
and omissions on their own*

A short survey of women's clothing in

the eighteenth century will provide both an introduction to the
general fashion trends of the era, and will also help the reader to
Identify unfamiliar articles of clothing.
the basic outline mid features of a lady's drees did not change
or vary much between 1700 and 1774.

Gowns had very full shirt# which

reached almost to the floor, but which actually had trains only late
in the period or for court wear.
make the skirts stand out.

Occasionally hoops were worn to

the skirts of some gowns were cut so

that the wearer1# petticoat showed, and this can be called an "open
gown." With this type of gown, the petticoat was, of course, very
fancy and often matched the dress*
erectly what Its name suggests—

the "closed gown" then, was

the skirt did not have m open

panel in front and the lady1# petticoat did not show.
Sleeves were tight and stopped about at the elbow where they
were decorated with rows of ruffles, flounces, and laces, or with
decorative cuffs.

% m neckline# m m in vogue, either flV"»ahapad

or signers, end ranged from modest to extreme decollete*

Tuckers end

modesty piece#, and large handkerchiefs were all used to decorate
or fill in the neckline.

Bodices were sometimes open in front, and

this opening was then filled with an ornamental panel called a
Stomacher.
For outdoor wear, the ladies relied on a variety of cloak#*
Usuries and capuchins, for example, were long and full, and usually

15
had hoods with diem* while mantlets and manteels were shorter and
hoodteas.

Straw and hearer hata with low crowns end wide brims

were popular, m were silk end satin bonnets * Indoors small cepe*
including ptnmm and mobs, were worn, end these were often
decorated with ribbons end laces*

4 colonial lady’s shoes were

heavy, with large heels and pointed toes*

Clogs, a type of overshoe,

were nonetImea worn to protect a lady’s footwear*

This description

has given only the general outline of what an eighteenth-century
lady wore.

Details of dress and accessories will he discussed within

the body of the paper *
It is in the inventories that the heat view of women’s
clothing is to he found.

Inventories of the period are highly

detailed, and usually list the deceased’s possessions down to the
last broken pot.

However most inventories, naturally, did not include

a wardrobe of women1# clothing.

4 larger number did mention men*#

clothing, and a still greater number Hated three or four miscellaneous
piece# of clothing, at random, in a long list of household goods*
Of the Inventories that did have detailed entries of women* a clothing,
several have been selected to show the various economic levels of
the county and the type and amount of clothing owned by representatives
of each group*

It should be noted that no appreciable price variations

or fluctuations were found for title period 1700-1774.

the slight

variations noted with specific article# of clothing will be discussed
in the next two chapters with the article concerned.
Of the Inventories that indicated that the woman involved was
poor, or that she had very little in the way of worldly goods, none
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included a list of hen clothes. Between this poor group and the
average group came several women’s inventories which included small
yet complete listings of clothing which seemed to constitute a
minimum wardrobe.

However* these ladles-...possessed more than the

bare necessities in regard to household items.

Perhaps this

indicates that these women either did not .want to have -more than a
minimum wardrobe* or that the other goods had all been inherited
and the woman-did not-.have.money to opehd on clothing.:
Ann Smith* for example* was a uone-bed-gal,,r but she had an
impressive list of household goods-*: Her clothing* though* included
only a minimum: two gowns* one petticoat* an old riding'coat* an
apron* a pair of shoes and stockings* a hat* a handkerchief* and a
parcel of old linen,

the total of these articles was only one

pound eighteen shillings two pence. 5 Frances Johnston also had a
long list of goods* but only a small wardrobe.

This included two

gowns, three petticoats.* four aprons* one pair Jumps* one cloak* three
pairs of stockings * and a parcel of head linen.
In the next .group* that of ladies'- who were well-off but not
wealthy, the lists of clothing show both greater quantity and greater
variety.

As a representative of this group* Frances Grace owned four

gowns-and petticoats: one fancy gown, one of Virginia. cloth* on# of
stamped linen, and on# of Shef(field).

With these she had a short

cloak* an apron, on© silk and two linen handkerchiefs, worsted
stockings* and a fan.

A parcel of shifts* aprons* and other linens,

plus a hat, and a parcel of headclothes rounded out her wardrobe.^

W&.

Elizabeth ^tonehouse possessed a similar list of clothing.

t?
Heir m i n garments were two gowns, one of which woe dtiroy* & quilted
silk petticoat and one of striped hoiland, and a mantle mid hood*
Her smaller kerne Included an old check apron and four white aprons,
a pair of stays, four shift#, three double white handkerchief#,
eleven cap#, a hat, and a fan*

the rest of her clothing consisted

of two pair# of stockings, two pair# of shoes, a small parcel of
glove#, one pair of gold bobs, a Jacket, and two old petticoat©*^
As an example of the wardrobe of the wealthy, that of Hr#*
Charles Ashton can he considered*

Hr#* Ashton owned seven gowns

including one of thread satin, one of silk stuff, and three of
calico*

five of the seven gowns had their own petticoats* but she

owned sin separate petticoat# as well; one of silk, two of stamped
linen, one hoi land, mid two fustian*

Her list of aprons and linen#

is Impressive; one short muslin and two long muslin aprons , laced §
nine shifts, two holland Jumps, one fustian Jimp, onepair bodices,
and three stomachers* ’la the way of headwear the list included
four black hoods, a laced hat, two old headcloths and a parcel of
head linen and ruffle#*

Her handkerchiefs* seven in number* were of

silk and silk muslin, and her three pairs of gloves were of linen
while her mitt# were of leather*

Hounding out her wardrobe she had

two pairs of laced shoes, a satin mantle lined with calico* a
swanskin waistcoat, two girdles, two fans, two masks, and an amber
necklace,5
Ibis magnificent wardrobe is far above those of the middle*
class women*

Hot only does it have a greater quantity of basic Items*

it also contains a delightful array of nonessential pieces*

Other
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clothing inventories for women of the upper close are similar.
these sad many other inventories were divided into classes
on the basis of their total estates end of their house-hold goods*
ft mis only after studying them, end preparing to discuss them that
the total value of each woman’s wardrobe was sought*

these fell

into well-defined categories* confirming the earlier economic
divisions*

The clothing of Hie lower group ran in total from one

pound to three pounds; dun Smith* L 2.18.2; Ann Hall* 1 1.17*8;
Alice Grant, I 1*15.10; Mrs. James Olive* & 1.19*0.^ Those of the
overage class ranged from' five pound* to seven pounds: for example
Trance* Groce* & 6.2.0; Elisabeth Stcmehouse, % 6.15.9; Mr*. Weaver*
fc 5.17.0; Katherine Bonam* & 5.8.6; and Elisabeth Whitllff* I 7.3.6.7
Only two complete wardrobe listings were available for the very
wealthy and the totals involved were amazingly close.

Mr®. Charles

Ashton’s clothes were worth t. 34.3.2 and Mrs. Thomas Sorrell1# were
valued at t 33.9.8%.8 There was then a sharp* long break between
the value of the clothing owned by the middle class women end that
owned by the vary rich*
As noted* not all women’s inventories* by any means* listed
clothing.

This was caused by a simple* natural action: **My mothers

Wearing deaths# was not appraised being taken and divided among her
daughter* at the time of her funeral!,”^ This undoubtedly happened
again and again.
After the inventories* the next best source of information on
clothing was the accounts of estates* and one accounting in particular*
This was of the fcichard Watt1# estate front 1749 to 1752*

That Is* it
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Is a listing kept by Andrew Monroe of idtat was bought to support the
family after Richard Watt’s death*

This particular flat la of

interest because the entire account la concerned with Watt’s two
daughters, .Maty m i Anne, and the clothing, material, and other
items they bought during these years.

It glues a unique view of

what two wealthy young girls desired In the way of apparel •
they must have had a complete wardrobe prior to 1749, but
the amount purchased was surprisingly large.

In the four*year

period under consideration, the girls bought four gowns, including
one of cherryderry, and paid one pound thirteen shillings eleven
pence for the making of at least five more.

In the way of petticoats,

one whale-bone petticoat, one silk quilted petticoat, two cane-hoop
petticoats, and a flowered underpetticoat were purchased*

Besides

these, one pound twelve shillings three pence was paid for the
quilting of a coat, and fifteen shillings for the making of two more*
three cloaks were mentioned; one of best velvet, one scarlet,
and one plain* the two velvet bonnets listed probably went with the
cloaks since no hoods were found*

four pairs of stays were enumerated

including one of superfine (linen) and one of tabby, and one hundred
and eighty* five pounds of tobacco were paid to Mr* Robson for the
making of stays*
the number of pairs of shoes they bought seems unusually high**
at least thirty-two pair*

These were purchased largely in two groups,

one in the summer of 1750, and one in the summer of 1751, indicating
perhaps the arrival of m annual order from tendon or an annual visit
with the local shoemaker*

Calf and eallmaaco were the favorite materials
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with seven end nine pelts respectively*

But shoes of silk, black

shammy, leather* end Spanish leather* as volt as block lace shoes
end red heeled shoes were listed*

Stockings were mother big item,

for forty*eight pair were mentioned including two silk* five worsted*
seven thread* eighteen plaid* and' one yam# test, when It Is considered
that these, were acquired over a three-and-a-half-year period* and"
were divided between two girls* the number does not m m m excessive.
Accessories included gloves* hats* and handkerchiefs of cotton
and silk*

Fifteen pairs of gloves were bought for Ami and Wary In

these, years, including; six pairs of kid* four pairs of half-handed,
one pair of wash gloves, and one pair of mitts*

Besides the bonnets

already mentioned, their headgear consisted of four felt hats* one
hair hat, and two suits of headclothes. Miscellaneous items purchased
were one mask, two fans, two ivory combs, and two pairs of silk garters •
"the girls also got eight necklaces*, two rings, two-pairs of buckles,
and several sets of stone buttons*
Several hundred yards of materials were bought*

the fabrics

ranged from linen to brocade, and from alopene to red caiimanco*
Ribbons and laces to go with the material and clothing were also listed*
including black ribbon* figured ribbon* sliver and gold ribbon, silk
lace, and lace valued at six shillings a yard*
.Almost every item was .purchased in a number divisible by two*
from gowns to rings* and if one girl got a new bonnet* so did the
other* this* plus the use of the word ’Voman^1* Instead of "girl's"
Indicates that the girls were close in age and probably in their teens*
All of the prices paid were approximately correct for the years involved

m compared with the county records at large, hut the total spent
between 1749 end 1752 on the two girts Is astonishing: fc 580*3*4.
the family end the estate M e t hove been extremely wealthy* for
the receipts store than covered these expenses.*0
A third source of information, the county wills* was m
relatively minor one* Only occasionally did they give views of
the clothing owned* Almost all women's wills did mention clothing
but usually said that It was to go to one female relative or to be
divided among several without m y elaboration.
more explicit*

A few, however* were

for example* Elizabeth fucker left to her daughter

Martha fUelser a shift* an apron* a jump* and a muslin handkerchief*

to her daughter Mary Woodward went a black gown and petticoat and
her best shift*

Sarah Minor, another daughter* was to get a black

hood, while Recebba fucker* the fourth daughter, received a dimity
waistcoat* stuff petticoat* and a calico apron.

Elisabeth, of course*

had more clothing than this* but this shows the garments that she
thought were her bast, those valuable enough to will specifically
to certain persons,**
Considering all economic classes, representated in the county
records, Westmoreland women seem to have dressed well.

A tremendous

variety of goods was available; everything the ladies could desire
or afford*

In general the woman were interested in English clothing*

but, except for very special occasions* they seem to have preferred
simple dresses* especially of cotton*

A traveler passing through

northern Virginia during these years noted of the girlai

‘•their

/

Brea* is neat and dean* and not touch bordering on the ridiculous

Humour of their Mother Country, where the Daughters seem dressed
for a Market.”
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chaster xsi
THE MAJOR ARTICLES OF BEESS
to better understand the clothing Westmoreland women were,
a study of the various major articles of clothing is necessary.
Tills section will discuss gmas, petticoats and undergarments,
and cloaks as they were found In the county records-.
the inventories of the first twenty years of the century
show the woman of average means as having only two or three gowns*
Hr*. Harries for example had two gowns, two petticoats, and enough
Stuff to make a third gown.*

{Catherine fkmam owned three gowns

including *fa Sorry gown and petticoat old.** With these she also
had three dimity vests and a waistcoat,2 The highest number of
gowns and- petticoats noted- in these years, .five gowns and seven
petticoats, belonged to Hary

B a n t e r *3

Heariy all gowns listed in

this period were listed- with petticoats,

This could- indicate that

the two articles of clothing were once a set*
Host of the £*bric* empioyed in the making of these gown*
were of the heavy, long-v*aring variety#

Serge, stuff, eaotaloons,

and duroy were all widely used lit Westmoreland between 1700 and 1720*
It was natural for the people to choose these sturdy woolen*, for
these were the materials universally worn by farmers and laborers
before the advent of cheap cottons*

for their better gowns, the

ladles chose black damask, silk crepe,- and crisp, a type of British
24

linen.

The value o f’the gown* found ranged from six pounds one

sh illin g for a silk ensemble to four sh illin g s for a rat-eaten
gown* The average gown, however, seems to have been valued a t
five to eight sh illin g s.
I t i s in the period between 1720 and t?5G th at the economic
divisions of the county begin to come into focus.

Virginia

prospered with tobacco and trade as the empire grew in an era of
comparative peace.

The inventory of a. middle-class lady in these

years, such as .Frances Grace or Mrs. dohn Olive, l i s t s four or five
gowns, indicating a d efin ite ris e over the e a rlie r years in the
^

■

number of dresses the woman of average means possessed. ^ Among
th e ir gowns there was usually one ?lfancyJ* dress of sa tin , watered
tabby, or a sim ilar m aterial.

These gowns usually had petticoats

to match and were valued between one and five pounds. The most
popular m aterial for everyday dresses was calico.

These demonstrated

a wide value range from four pounds down to twelve sh illin g s for a
gown and p ettico at.

This may indicate a difference in quality, or

in th e age of the garments, or both.

'Other fabrics used for these

"ordinary” gowns were dimity, crepe, stu ff, stamped linen, seersucker,
and Virginia cloth.

A majority of these had petticoats with them,

an^ ere valued between ten

sixteen ahillinss-

The best available minimum inventory for th is time period is
th at of Alice Grant. She owned a sagathy gown and p ettico at, a
black hat, and a pair of stockings. 5 The 'inventory of Elisabeth
W hitliffs is sim ilar.

She had one gown, a satin p ettico at, a hood,

a pair gloves, an a prm$ and a pinner.^ Each of these two then,
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li«t only one gown#

Admittedly these were the poorest, or at

least the Im m m la content of the Invcmiorias, hot It iff Impossible
to believe they possessed only one gene* two would mem m mwe
likely minimum.

this listing of only one, however, could ©ten

from two thingss one, the division and taking away of the deceased* •
clothing before the inventory wo© modes or two, if these wowen were
really very poor, they night have indeed have had only two, but
were hurled in one of these, leaving only one to. show in the Hi t
of their goods and estate#
Among the very rich at this tine, the inventory of lira# Thomas
Sorrell is especially valuable#

Mrs# Sorrell had several expensive

gowns including one of cotton satin lined with silk, one cut out of
India Persian, and one of calis&anco.

She also owned a gown of stuff,

one of half silk, two of crepe, and two "double" gowns*

Completing

her total of twelve gowns were one of linen and two of calico# Hra#
Sorrell also had a calico riding gown valued at eight shillings and
one of satin worth eighteen shillings.7 Elding gowns were scarce
in Westmoreland throughout the century, and were found exclusively
in the inventories' of the very rich#®
taking the lasttwenty*aeme years of the time period, 1750 to
177$ or 1774, the average Westmoreland lady seems to have had only
three or four gowns,
9

this is a small but definite drop fworn the

previous period, and reflects the economic and social conditions in
the colony#

the prosperity of the second quarter faded with the

coning of the French and Indian War#

Even though the areas of

conflict were far distant, Virginia and the Southern colonies, far
more than the other colonies, were affected by external affairs

a?
because of their heavy dependency on exports end credit*
never returned to "norma1” after the war*

Thing©

the political; situation

grew progressively ©ore tense, and in ltd wake the economic and
trade situation declined*

the rich mi Westmoreland and colonial

Virginia continued to order clothing from England, even through
1773, hut credit was not'-as readily available as before, -and the
average independent farmer of Virginia would have been among the
first to feel the economic setback.9 Westmoreland ladles turned to
Virginia cloth for most of their gowns though some-were made of
silk and cotton or tartan,

the majority of these gowns*, for the

first time, .are not listed with petticoats, perhaps indicating the
increasing popularity of the closed gown.

They were valued between

ten and twelve shillings each*
The use of separates, that is of a skirt'and Jacket or waistcoat,
should be mentioned*
in colonial times*

The word *,#kirtftv as we use it today was unknown

However they did wear outfits composed of a

"waistcoat and petticoat.*1' The women1s waistcoats that were found
were made of dimity* swanskin, or frize, while the jackets were-of
flannel, ticking, and ozenbrig.

Since nearly all of the Inventories

Included gowns* and so few included waistcoats or Jackets* Westmoreland
women seem to have preferred the former*
Some picture of the gowns worn elsewhere in Virginia can be
gained from the Virginia Gazette and from private papers of- the period*
Runaways are described as wearing or carrying with them a variety of
gowns*

Sarah Willmore carried with her a dark-colored cambist, an

ash-colored cambist tied at the sleeves with blue ribbon, and a purple

calico gown.*0 Aminta took with her a dark ground calico, a
blue end whtte calico, and an old Ught-colore* stuff gown.11
Maty, a well-to-do lady of Stafford County, ran off with ana of the
servants.

She took with, her a striped silk stuff sown, a tartan,

and- a striped hollaud gown.*2 Other types, of gowns mentioned la
the Virginia Garotte included one of red, white, and yellow catimanco,
a chintz gown with ted flowers, and an English stuff gown with white
silk spots in it.
the Beverley papers Include orders for a genteel suit of
flowered silk clothes "hut neither red nor blue because she Elizabeth
Beverley ha# those colours already," and the material for a gown of
white calico, the .pattern of which was to be worked here in blue silk*
When one of the Helton daughters got married, her inventory listed a
fashionable lustring sacque and coat, a rose white satin saeque and
coat, a lustring gown and several pieces of material that were
undoubtedly destined to become gowns, including one of purple and
white linen, one of dark brown cotton, one of fine corded dimity,
and one of colored cambric*^Ho, gowns were ordered through-the. Horton Company, hut several
were- sent to England to be dyed'*. Francis teigh*s wife, ■
.for .example,
sent one of her gowns- "to have Byed of a lemon Cooler*" Merchants*
wives sometimes selected material for gowns that were to-be worn in
Virginia*

Mrs. Elisabeth Ferry did this in 1737 for Mrs* Thomas

done# of Williamsburg, and wrote:
I am very glad what I do for my friends in Virginia
pleases them* I have done my best endeavor# that
Misses things should be what she likes, for a walking
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gown I have bought & turkey Burnet for f thought a
Gary derry had a too mean a look and thojogh] what I
have sent Is something dearer it will answer it in
the-wear* * * **&
Huch of the time* m has been noted, the petticoat# were listed
With the gowns, and were of a matching material * But, "coats” as
a separate inventory entry also occur*

in the early year# of the

century they were made mainly #f stuff or calico, but by 1730 a
■wide variety of fabric# were used? hoi land, silk, striped linen,
.fustian and cotton*

these were valued from, one to ten shillings*

Petticoats made of satin- were more expensive than these and averaged
over three pounds each, attt>v»gh a silk coat lined with silk was
.also valued, at.over.three pounds*.
later in the century quilted coat#', increased in popularity,
"p " ’ ‘ c

.

•

mail included blue quilted and,imrn^ .(lamb) quilted coat#.,

flain

petticoats, like the gowns of the later period, were made of cotton
or Virginia cloth*

the Horton Papers show that other material# were

used ..for. petticoat# during these years,- , Coats of black calimanco,
red sarcenet, and black durant m m ordered m mil as one# of green
pt/ssc/i
peeling satin and pink and blue Persian* Black teasels mud black
teasel quilt# were also requested* ,.t
Petticoats mentioned in the, private orders included ones of
,garnet and white colored silk to go with a ..gown, one of quilted
black Persian with pearl collaring, a blue satin coat, and a scarlet
cloth underpetticoat *^
Petticoat material was also available in Westmoreland for two
shillings two pence a -yard, and the making up of two petticoat# cost
the Barnes estate ten pound# of tobacco in 1 7 3 8 . Host coats must
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have heen made from the yard* m d yards of linen that cmm to the
colony, £or the word "listen" is mad throughout the inventories and
will* to stand Mot ell of a

women*© undergartaenta*

Petticoats thorn*- as new, were usually worked

around thebottom,

or edged with special binding, £©rr*tlt&,...or tee©* -•the term ‘’worked**
Indicated that the owned has finished the hottows of the petticoat by
hind by adding asm typo of handmade edging, for example crochet
work, or had decorated the petticoat with embroidery*

The great

majority of the ladle© must have mode their own.underwear at home,
including petticoat®, and decorated them themselves. If anyone In
colonialVirginia could have afforded to ©end for undergarments to
h© made mod

finished In England, surely the Byrda could have*

But

the letter footed below Indicates that the family was mod to making
-and working their own.

If thin m s lm& of the Byrds, it w old teem

likely that thin w m alio true of the weii~fco*d© families of

'Wmtmmitmd*

the woman being discussed la 'Mrs* faylot Byrd1©

daughter**in*law*
* . * 1 hear She has writ one an invoice which orders her
underclothes to be made and Buffled In
England.
cant but think. She had better make them herself*
it would be seme employment for hot# 1 amour© It
is the most ©jstravigant Fashion, in the worid to have
them made in that manner* * •
Stay© were worn throughout the century*

1

In the early year*

they were colled nho4dimn or"bodices.n Many stays or© listed in
the Westmorelaxid records but the material of which they were mad©
is not mentioned*

Stay* were ordered for Virginia ladle* through the

Horton Company, ■and these were of.ticking, tabby, tabby lined with
©Ilk* linen, and twilled linen*

there were also turned stays,

packthread stays, and bona stays* Whalebone seams to have bean

the usual stiffening agent and occasionally whalebone itself was
ordered for stays that were to be made here*

in Westmoreland the

average value climbed slowly during the century from approximately
five shillings a pair to eleven, and even In some cases to twenty
by the. l?70,s* the most expensive stays found were a pal* ordered,
from Williamsburg for mss., Sally Vatilx in U S A » these cost .two
pounds, seventeen shillings and six fence*^
In the Horton tapers the price ranged in direct proportion to
the aise ordered* Girls’ stays were four to ten shillings While
women*# were just over one pound*
sixteen shillings*

fery large stays were one pound

line honest, woman ordered ’1! pair Stays 1 dent

m a n ttia rasnton Mx,r oiey are mace easy ana -ntn inM-Htktne atomsca*
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Shifts are included in the lists of womeu#« clothing for all'
but the first twenty .year# of the century*

these garments were of

linen* A m m one was valued at "'tm ’
shillings end an. old one at
nine, fence*

4 shift was a straight garment, not unlike our modem

slips.^1 Jumps m m

found only In the inventories of -the second

quarter of the century,
place of stays*

these were, a hind of\e«d©f*bedlee worn in

Fustian end'hoi land were used' to make these garments*

A list in the Horatio Gates papers gives the content# o f a
trunk which probably belonged to Hrs. Oates, and which la m y case
contained a very wealthy lady's undergarments,

there were seven

nightgown# mentioned including one of black silk, one of green*striped
silk, one of white satin, and one of printed linen.

Her petticoat#

were of a variety of material#, And among them were two of dimity.

$2
five m m m t i m whit# quilted, one of ted and white satin, end two
linen.

Ere, Gates ©lie bed eleven hoiland shifts, "Some new,

SOBHS W0**l."22

These undergarments mt& m m in the following ordert
shift, stays, underpetfclcoafc, end then, overpetticoat If it wee
needed*

The question invariably arises m

under their shifts*
this subject*

to what the ladies m m

Snfortunstely little evidence is available on

Older m m n did mar m typo of britches, hut the rest!

Hell, what other ladies wore, if anything, was Just not discussed or
mentioned, either out of eighteenth century taodesty or to- intrigue
twentieth century scholar#*
The subject of hoop# has been deliberately left until last in
this section mi underclothing.
make the .dresses stand: out*

Petticoats were often stiffened to

This is clear' from general discussions

of the costumes of the tin©#* these studies also discuss at length
the various types of hoops popular in the eighteenth century?
bell hoop, the fan hoop, and the oblong

hoop

the

*23 However, only three

hoops were found in the Westmoreland records, and these belonged to
the Watt© sisters discussed earlier*

These ware a whalebone hoc#

petticoat, a hoop petticoat, and a cane hoop*

The first cost one

pound eight shillings, and the last two about eleven shillings e#ch*24
Ho other hoops of any type m m mentioned in the county records*
There were not even hints of thorn* Only four other hoop# or hoop*
-petticoats m m found in all of the other records and papers consulted
and all of these were included in orders sent to England by the very
wealthy*

But, if Virginia followed English fashion, hoops should have

been numerous.

It is possible that hoops mom not discuoaed or

listed simply because they m m

so ecrcaxtonplace and everyday that

it mas not considered necessary to list thus?* But if this applied
to hoops, why didn't it apply to shifts, or Jtsnps* or other
articles of clothing?

Occasionally, as has been noted, hoops

m m part of the petticoat,, and such garments were listed specifically
as "hoop-petticoat8," hut such references were rare*

ferhaps hoops

were not'widely used in eighteenth-century Virginia:

This solution

is definitely probably from the evidence at hand*

Ferhapa hoops

were m m fey the highest social circles and fey the very rich on
special occasions, but the average women, of the time does not mom
to have owned' or worn either hoops or hoop-petticoats.
the last major article of women's clothing to fee considered
is the cloak, and the word "cloak** is used hare to represent all
garments of this type.

Surely every woman needed some kind of outer

wrap for Virginia*# winter#, hut surprisingly few cloaks were mentioned
In the records, a. total of only nineteen*

'These included a scarlet

cloak trimmed with gold lace and valued at five pounds, a scarlet
numtellet at one pound, a scarlet mantel fined with calico, and a
scarlet cloak worth ten shillings, six peuee*2S

the clothing bought

for the Watts sister# included three cloakst eng of the beat velvet,
one plain, and one scarlet *24 The few other places that cloaks were
noted there was only the laconic entry "one cloak***

It is probable

that cloaks were valuable and In high demand and that most were
either given away or taken away before the inventory was ©side*
In sharp contrast to this scarcity of cloaks in the Westmoreland

County Records, d m & m of cloaks worn ordered through the -Horton
Company. ;iyfhe cloak Itself was ordered more than its cousins,
occasionally with a hood or bonnet, but mostly alone*

'Colonial

buyers differentiated vary carefully between .scarlet* a very bright
red; crimson, a deep 'ted; and: red Itself* which had a ’wide range
of shades. Grouping these colors together, far more "red" cloaks

mm

ordered than m y other color; 'for example, one-cloak of

scarlet duff11 trimmed with snail at 'twelve shilling six pence,
and two crimson cloaks with snail at eighteen shitlings. 27

Hrs,

Beverley sent her scarlet cloak to loodon^’My wife has also sent
her old scarlet omba.cXoak which she desires you*! get. new vamped
up in such a manner as. you shall think fit not being- at much
ISAa
mXp^liau
Blue satin cloaks* ranging,in.cost from twenty^two shillings
to; thirty -shillings* were next in the popularity scale* followed by
those in some shade of white; for example* one fashionable white
.satin cloak lined: and laced very fine with.a neat white satin bonnet,
or a pearli-colored cloak at twenty-^two shillings.

Black -cloaks were

ordered plain: and flowered* .and.me very fine, purple cloth cloak was
requested #29
The most popular ttlfaaings were lace and snail, but one dove*
colored cloak and hood were to be trimmed with nankeens*
cloaks were lined* m

Occasionally

in f,a black' Satten cloak and’Bonnet for my wife

the cloak to be inter lined with Flannel! ."30
Capuchins, cloaks with hoed# attached* were also ordered*
Black was the favorite color for these garments* and silk end satin
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the favorite materials,

these coat between one pound and two pounds.

Cardinals were shorter cloaks, usually hooded*

Originally all of

these were wed' or scarlet* hut' by the eighteenth century other Colors
were available*

Cardinals were made of cloth or satin, and cost

about as much as a cloak,

the finest cardinal ordered was " I black

Satin Cardinal and bonnett with Rrmine around the cardinal
Phillip Flthian, a tutor in Westmoreland county for the years
i77$ and 1774, was too much in love with his beloved laura to notice
much about what the ladies wore, but he did make a few comments on
gowns and cloaks*

When discussing a party in January of 1774, he

wrote that r,ihe lilies were Pressed Cay, and splendid, and when
dancing, their Silks and Brocades rustled and trailed behind themV*^
hater on a summer day of the same year, Fithian describes three of
the young girls and their dresses#

Hiss Washington had on a chintz

gown with a light blue stamp, and a sky-blue quilt.

Hiss Bale wore

a white Holland gown and « very fine diaper quilt* and Betsy Lee had
a shell calico gown*

Still later in that same year he mentions Hiss

Ritchie in a blue silk dress and Hiss Betsy of Richmond in one of
light etki.nfcs*33
Fithian states that almost every Westmoreland lady wore a red
cloak, thereby proving that the women did indeed have cloaks despite
the scarcity of this garment in the inventories. With the cloaks the
ladies liked to wear a white handkerchief of cotton or silk 11to muffle
up their heads* and Hecks leaving only a narrow passage for the

B y e s . "34

the ladies of Westmoreland and their clothing help illustrate
the wearing apparel of women in various economic classes all over
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colonial Virginia,

the 'poorer ladies would have worn gowns of

long-wearing m aterial, probably homemade or Virginia made. These
garments would have been dyed dark brown with walnuts, or grey with
maple bark, o r, i f they could afford I t , deep blue with indigo*
The middle-class woman would have had brown or grey gowns of
Virginia d o th for everyday, ©r perhaps ones of dark prints or checks
th a t had been imported.

Her one or two Sunday dresses would have

been of some so rt of s i l k .or satin , and probably were in blue for
th is was a favorite color of colonial women. Hie very rich lady
would, have used Virginia cloth only for the servant*s or' children*©
clothes.

Her working dresses would have been of dark cotton or

calico, or perhaps of lig h t high-grade wool. Her several dress-up

g&rnm would have been of s ilk and. satin with matching quilted
•petticoat© .
All of these ladies would have owned linen underwear, and
many probably had flannel under-petticoats for odd winter days.
Whatever th e ir gown or o u tfit, th e ir outer wrap was a flowing cloak,
usually in red, but occasionally in. blue, or white. Westmoreland
women must'have been colorful and graceful a© they went about
th e ir daily l i f e in colonial Virginia.
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CHAPTER FOUR
ACCESSORIES
the smaller, bet none the lees significant, articles which
these ladies had in their wardrobes are alee important to a study of
what Westmoreland women wore*

these items, to be discussed below,

include shoes and stockings, gloves, handkerchiefs, headgear, and
other miscellaneous accessories*
the listing of shoes in the inventories of the eighteenth
century is very erratic*

A majority of the Inventories, even those

which were fairly complete with regard to the rest of a woman’s
clothing, simply ignored her footwear*

dodging from

available, the lady of average means in Westmoreland had only two or
three pairs of shoes*
Included*

Perhaps she had others and they were not

Or perhaps she did not see the need of having more than

two or three pairs at one time, even though shoes were fairly
inexpensive at about three shillings a pair*

the poorer woman’s

total of only one or two pairs of shoes seems about right
proportionally*

Even the inventories of the very rich of

Westmoreland list only four or five pairs*

It would seem, then,

that the habit of having a half dosem pairs of shoes in the closet
at one time is a modem trait--an idea that was not even considered
In colonial Westmoreland*
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4t
Despite tills noted erratic listing of footwear, it is
nevertheless easy to discern that the ladies had a very definite
favorite when it came to shoes. This was the calimanco shoe~*that
is, one covered with a glased linen fabric which had a pattern on
one side,

these shoes came in all sites, including children’s, and

were popular In whet was probably two different styles;
and pumps.

plain shoes,

Also, these shoes were available with French heels, cork

heels, and full heels#

Around 1735, a pair of calimanco shoes was

valued at approximately three shillings, hut in 1770 the average
pair was appraised at ten shillings#

If this does reflect a true

rise in price, calimancoes were the only shoes to do so#

these

shoes cams in a wide variety of colors including gram, pink, and
blue, hut Westmoreland ladies preferred black or white#
Calimancoes were also the favorites of the Virginia ladies who
ordered through the Norton Company * The price noted here ranged from
three shillings to six shillings for the years 1768 to 1771, and
again the preferred colors were black and white#

Bow to order the

correct site was a problem, and several solutions were attempted#
The private orders are the most careful and exact; for example
Robert C. Nicholas ordered shoes "to be made by Gresham exactly to
1
the measure A. Nicholas." Some private citizens ordered by site,
2
for John Clayton requested pumps in "Site 7." The merchants could
not send measures or exact sites, and so resorted to other stratagems#
Hart and Marshall in 1770 wanted all their women’s shoes to be from
3
"9% to 9 3/4 Inches Long.” John Mathews was not even this precisa.
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He ordered ”6 pair black calimanco Shoes little above the middle
4
siae.,,
Calimanco shoes outnumbered leather shoes in the country
records by almost two to one.

However , for everyday use# it would

seem that calimanco shoes would be extremely unsatisfactory*

And

this would especially be true for areas such as Westmoreland County*
as opposed, for example, to the "city" of Williamsburg,

leather

shoes must have been far more durable, and more easily obtained*

the

ratio of calimanco to leather shoes noted in the inventories probably
does not give a true picture of the situation*

Calimanco shoes were

almost certainly imported, and the majority of leather shoes probably
were not.

this alone would cause calimanco shoes to be valued mere

highly, and would account for the careful listing of calimancoes in
the inventories while leather shoes were more often ignored or simply
listed as f,a pair shoes.11 A more likely ratio, all things considered,
would have been two pairs of leather to one pair of calimanco*
A variety of leather shoes were available, and Spanish leather
was the favorite of Westmoreland*

these shoes ranged in value from

three shillings to seven shillings six pence per pair, and were
usually bound.

Calfskin shoes in the county records occur only in

the Watts inventory*

However, it would seem logical that most of the

shoes that were simply labeled “leather** were of calfskin*

Yet, one

of the Horton orders seems to differentiate very carefully between
these two types--**18 pair wo (man *s] calf 6 pairwo [man's] leather
5
pumps.** Other types of leather shoes mentioned in the Westmoreland
County Records include shammy (chamois), kid, and Morocco,

black,
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white, red* and brown were the usual eolorsmentioned with leather
shoes.®
Silken and satin shoes were expensive as compared. with
calimanco and leather# and not many were listed in the Westmoreland
records. the average price for those found was about fourteen
shillings per pair for those labeled silk# and four shillings sin
pence for those labeled thread satin or striped satin*

Shoes made of

these materials must have been anything but durable* and were
probably used almost solely for dancing shoes.

The Horton Papers do

not mention silk shoes* but many pairs of satin shoes were ordered*
These shoes and pumps were usually requested in white* blue* or
black, but occasionally they ware ordered in green or purple*
In the private orders and inventories, several other colors and
types of satin shoes appear including one pair of pink satin* one
pair of white satin embroidered, and one pair of blue satin shoes
"full trimmed," with blue silk stockings to match them (value

Z 2.8.0).7 Other dress-up shoes found in private orders included
Beverley's order for "6 pair of flowered stuff Damask shoes not
laced11 for his daughters Elisabeth and Ursula, and "I pair Silk Shoes
for each*"®
Everlasting shoes were those made of a warp-ribbed woolen*
Only three pairs of this material were found in the Westmoreland
records*

The Horton Papers include orders for almost three dosen

pairs* but they were always ordered in lesser quantities than the
popular calimanco*

The two kinds were approximately equal in price*

averaging between four and sin shillings per pair# and must have been
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approximately equal in quality,

the only obvious answer is that

there were fashion trends and fads than, Just as thara are now, and
that the ladies of Westmoreland and of Virginia simply preferred
calimanco shoos*

In both the Norton Papers and the Westmoreland

County Records the only color noted for ever•lasting shoes and pumps
was black*
Clogs and patterns were evidently widely used in England at
this time, hut ware largely ignored In Westmoreland.

Only four pairs

of clogs were listed and these were valued at three shillings per
pair*^
Shoemakers, it would seem, were scattered throughout colonial
Virginia*

In fact, a majority of the shoes worn in Westmoreland must

have been wade here in the colony.

At least three shoemakers were

noted In tha Westmoreland County Records,

these were James faylor

in 1723* John Rochester in 1755, and Peter Rust in 1 7 6 2 . A number
of records of estates include the notation "Cash for ahcemaking for
II
one year.*1
Calfskin and other leathers were also imported for
shoes that were to be made in Virginia*

By 1768 a wide variety of

shoes were available» for Robert Gilbert had a shop in Williamsburg
in which he offered for ladies:

“leather, stuff, silk, and braided

shoes and pumps, slippers, cork solas, galloches, and clogs*,f*& By
1775 a shoe factory had been established in Petersburg to supply
Virginia*s needs*

their advertisement in the Virginia Gaeette

offered **a manufactory of Men*s boots and Shoes also women's leather,
cloth, calimanco, silk and satin Shoes all of which are made after
the newest fashion, and equal in goodness and workmanship to any

imported from London, mm? of the hand# having worked with
Didsbury and other cap ital tradesmen in that branch.”
H ie/listing of stockings in the inventories and records ifas
also rath er e r r a tic ,' for a majority did not include any stockings
of any..'kind.

From the information th a t la available, however,

some, geher&l conclusions can be drawn.

Xh the W©©im©reland County'

Records for the period 1723-43, the two favorite kinds of stocking#
were thread and worsted., thread stockings (probably of cotton
thread) were used mainly during the .summer months, and the average
'/
f

'
■;>
•

value of th is type was. three sh illin g s.

Some thread stockings were

clocked $ th at is they had an embroidered or woven ornament on each
side of the stocking, extending from the ankle upward for three to
five inches. -Clocking was usually done. in. a contracting color,
for example black cloaks- on white .stockings, and could be of almost
any s m ll design from triangle# to flowers.

Stockings of any

kind in the Westmoreland records which were clocked were more
expensive, and clocked thread stocking# were valued at a© much as
six sh illings a p air.
the worsted hose were used during the winter, and in fa c t,
more than one pair were sometimes worn at once.

Hies# worsted hose

shewed a wider' value range than did the thread, going from one
sh illin g to on© ©hilling four pence for the cheapest, to three or
fiv e shilling© p er.pair for the clocked or fine worsted.

'Hie.

average value, though, was one'©hilling, six pence to three ©hillings.
Tarn stockings ranked th ird In popularity in colonial
Westmoreland.- These were vMued between, six pence for an old p air,
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and two shillings six poms tot a new pair*

About tan pair of ”nitw

stockings worn also noted, and the records of the estate of Henry
Ashton, contain the reference ”3 pair Stockings citing

for Betty

Ashton
Other types of stockings Included washed, cotton, and Virginia.
In fact, there are many references to Virginia stockings» hut we do
not know whether these were thread# worsted, yam# or cotton*
Virginia-made stockings are particularly found in the records of
estates such as the reference la the Barnes Estate where the making
of eight pairs of "Virginia** smokings in 1738 cost twenty pound# of
13
tobacco*
Hie Walker inventory in the fork County Records listed
English stockings and Virginia stockings side by side and valued them
18
enactly the same*—three shillings a pair. '
the scarcity of stockings in the Westmoreland inventories and
records grows progressively greater as the years go by.

Judging by

the few which are listed# yarn, knit, and thread stockings continued
to be the most popular kinds# and mine# remain about the same.

In

contrast to this -dearth of stockings in the regular Inventories» the
records of the Watts Estate (1749*32) list thirty*three pair of
stockings bought or made for the two girls# Anne and Hary* during
those four years*

these represented a wide range of types and prices*

Seven pairs of thread were included at four shillings six pence to
eight shillings per pair* and the worsted stockings benight for the
girls ranged from about five shillings per pair, to eight shillings
for "best worsted*1’ Sinteen pairs of plaid were purchased*

these

were probably used for everyday wear and were the cheapest kind*

4?
coating only one chilling six pence for ft pair*

fro pairs of silk
If
were included in this listing at sixteen shillings a pair, ~ these
plus one lone pair in an early inventory were the only silk stockings
mentioned in. the Westsnoreland records. .Mile inch factors as
location and livelihood stay have caused this* the obvious answer is
that silk stockings were just too expensive for most of the people of
w£ 9 CIQ0F6IfitJMl#

the fork inventories show the same two favorites as
Westmoreland, thread and worsted.

In the fork records in general,

Just as in the Westmoreland records, silk hose ware very scarce.

The

only exception here was the Ives inventory where six pair of women’s
18
fine silk hose worth ten shillings each were listed*
The Horton Papers reflect much the same picture as do the
county records*

Thread stockings were ordered more than all other

kinds combined.

M e average price quoted for these was between one

shilling four pence and two shillings per pair, though some called
**3 thread” stockings cost four shillings*
with these was Mite*

The only color mentioned

Some orders requested thread with clocks, and

these, unlike those in the Westmoreland records, were valued
approximately the same as those without clocks.

Worsted was the next

most popular kind, and again the only color mentioned is white#

The

only contrast between the Horton Papers and the county records comes
in the area of silk stockings*

4 fairly large number were ordered,

eighteen pair in private orders, and five doten for merchants#. These
were to be white, white ribbed, white with "clox," clouded with
"close,14 whit# with flowered "clox," and dark~colored ribbed and plain

4a
silk,

The price for m pair of silk stockings ran high hero alee**

from twelve shillings to fifteen shillings a pair,

the private

papers and orders show almost exactly the same, picture as do- the
Horton Papers * Thread and worsted were widely used, and silk,
though expensive* was found in these orders and letters fairly
frequently.19
The color of stockings simply is not given in the county
records*- However, through the other sources it would seem that
almost all women's stockings in colonial Virginia were white.
main exceptions to this rule were two-fold.

The

The first is that

stockings used hy growing girls for everyday were probably either
dark-colored or plaid.

The second exception is that pastel-colored

stockings were occasionally ordered to match satin shoes, or to
complement a one-color outfit*
Gloves were another important accessory in a colonial lady's
wardrobe.

Wash gloves were the type found most often in the

Westmoreland County Records. Presumably these were gloves which
could he washed, for example of cotton or cotton thread*

Several

pairs of Virginia gloves were listed* including one pair of "Virginia
silk." Kid gloves were not as numerous as wash gloves* yet if one
can Judge from the Watts Estate, where six pairs of kid gloves were
bought within a four-year period, it would seem that more kid gloves
were ommA by eh* well-to-do than were found In the inventorlea.20
Other kinds of gloves found in Che Westmoreland records included
linen, sheepskin, "died shammy," and half-handed gloves*
There are far more gloves in the Horton Papers than in the

county 'records.* Over: twenty dozen pair of kid gloves or mitts were
ordered, both glazed end onglazed#

White, a* might be expected, woe

the color most frequently mentioned, with purple e surprisingly
strong «*con4.21

Black can a poor third, and since several orders

requested a given number of kid gloves "different coloredt,f it eon'be
assumed that kid gloves cams in other colors m mil m black, white,
end purple*
iamb mittens end gloves were the next most-ordered type, end
these also cams glazed and unglazed, and mainly In white or purple#
Other leather, gloves listed ■included chamois, beaver,, shsra beaver,
dogskin, and wash leather#

Except for one pair labeled Virginia

silk, silk gloves were simply lacking in the county records#

Hot a

great many were ordered through the Horton Company either <at least
as compared to the amounts of kid and lamb), only about sixty pair#
Silk gloves were requested in sky blue:-and patterned*' as well as the
old favorites of white and purple*

The private orders mention kid

gloves more than any other kind* both white and colored*

Eight pairs

of red gloves were ordered , so purple was not the only bright color
that was m m by colonial ladies*
The value or price of gloves has been left until last because
it needs some examination in itself*. Hhsn the Horton Company went to
Robert price in June of 1772 to purchase gloves* the price perT..dozeifi
of each of the main kinds bought was as follows;

lamb gloves and

mitts 12/ to 14/, Showy gloves Mid mitts 1$./, Superfine gloves and
mitts 14/, and fine wash gloves 12/6*

22

If these prices quoted were

for a dozen pair, and one would hardly buy or order anything but a
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pair, then the London price for a pair of gloves was shoot one
shilling, give or take a few pence. If the price were actually per
glove, then a pair cost about two shillings, still a very low price*
gs strange as these prices sound they seem to agree, all factors
considered, with the prices and values noted in the county records*
There wash gloves were valued at approximately one shilling four
pence per pair, and shammy were one shilling six pence a pair*
same holds true for the prices quoted in the Horton orders.

The

Most

orders offered to pay only about one shilling six pence per pair for
gloves or mitts— whether chamois, lamb, or wash.
exceptions to the above prices.

There were two

The first was kid gloves,

these

started at about one shilling six pence a pair, and went as high as
four shillings.

The second exception was silk gloves which cost, or

were valued at, between two shillings and four shillings*

Even if

the highest values are taken as the best to use, a good pair of
gloves, of kid for example, from a London glover, cost far less than
a pair of clocked or silk stockings.
were customer complaints,

Even at this low price there

in his order for the year 176$, Thomas

Wynne sent for several pairs of gloves and added the comment f*The
Last Gtoveo and mitts [you sent] was very ordinary. . .
The word handkerchief in the eighteenth century meant a
neckerchief— a fairly large square which was folded diagonally and
placed around the neck, coming to a **VVI in front.

This discussion

will deal with this type of handkerchief , and any reference to pocket
handkerchiefs will be specifically noted.
In the earliest years of the century, 1700*1722, Westmoreland

ladies preferred silk handkerchiefs (value two to three shillings)
above all other hinds.

Flowered gauze handkerchiefs were listed in

some inventories, hut these too were undoubtedly of silk,

tvo other

kinds mentioned were checkered and striped handkerchiefs.

These also

could have been made of silk, but were probably of cotton or linen*
The Inventories covering the next years, 1723-46, contain a
larger neither of handkerchiefs than do the earlier listings.

From

the inventories which give complete wardrobes, it would seem that
each lady owned two to

four ofthese neckerchiefs.

Silk had no real

competitors for its number one position, outnumbering all other types
three or four to one.

Besidesplain silk there were also those of

silk lace, silk gauze,silk muslin, and sarsenet (a fine,
silk).

soft

Values for these handkerchiefs started at about two or three

shillings and ranged up to five and six shillings.

India

handkerchiefs may have been of ellk, or perhaps were of calico or
cotton print.

These were valued at less than the handkerchiefs

labeled silk— only two or three shillings each.
or cotton squares with a handkerchief pattern.

Somalis were silk
The ones in the

Westmoreland County Records must have been of cotton for their
average value was only about one shilling apiece.

Lacee (lacy?)

handkerchiefs were the most expensive type listed, for these were
valued at over eight shillings.
The inventories of the next ten years show that silk was
challenged by a new type of handkerchief— ones made of linen--and by
24
about 176$» silk handkerchiefs were a thing of the past.
Linen
handkerchiefs were valued between one shilling three pence and two

shillings six penes* and were probably made hare rather than imported
In the Westmoreland Records and Inventories for the year 1755
is the Inventory of Hall McMun— a man who seems to have been a
handkerchief peddler*

Besides his personal clothing* Mr. KcMun had

nothing with him at the time of his death except handkerchiefs and
handkerchief material*

There were sixty-six yards of such material*

including checked linen* tartan* and striped Holland, and over one
hundred handkerchiefs*

These handkerchiefs were listed in sets of

sin, indicating that Mr* McMun had the handkerchiefs packed in these
sets by color* or material* or value, or a combination of the three*
Prices for these handkerchiefs ranged from six for nine shillings, to
six for eleven shillings six pence*

Besides these handkerchiefs

listed in sets* he had several silk handkerchiefs separate from the
others* which were valued at about six shillings each*

Since most of

the fabric he carried was linen* and since linen handkerchiefs were
gaining favor during this time in Westmoreland, it is probable that
25
most of Hell McMun* s handkerchiefs were linen*
As we have seen with Mr* McMun, handkerchief material was
bought and sold by the yard in colonial Westmoreland*

A number of

inventories contained such entries as "fine Handkecchiefing linen
26
containing 12 handkerchiefs1* or ”3 yds* handkerchiefs 2/.**
Several hundred handkerchiefs were ordered in the Horton Papers
Cambric handkerchiefs were to be spotted or printed and nearly always
in some combination of red and white <c.2/6 each).

Linen* on the

other hand* was ordered only in printed blue and white or purple and
white (c.1/8)*

Silk handkerchiefs showed a wider color range with
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purple and white* black, and ’‘colored."

India silk for handkerchiefs

was also requested, as were Barcelona Handkerchiefs,

this last type

were fine, twilled silk squares, in solid colors or with designs, and
were originally made in Spain hut were later manufactured in Great
Britain, although the name Barcelona Silk continued to be used.

Many

orders neglected to tell material but specified color very carefully,
and as a whole blue and white was the favorite color combination
mentioned.

Red and white came newt, and was followed by purple and

white, Scotch, black, and chocolate.
twenty bandanas were mentioned along with two pieces of bandana
material.

She word bandana in the eighteenth century referred to a

richly colored silk handkerchief with spots left in white or yellow
by the manufacturing process*

Only later did it come to mean a

cotton handkerchief or head-covering.
About four or five doeen pocket handkerchiefs were also ordered,
in the same colors as were popular for the larger handkerchiefs-*
purple and white, printed, blue and white, and red and white.

Only

one order gave prices for these, but if we can judge by this, pocket
handkerchiefs were considerably cheaper than neckerchiefs, costing
only two to three shillings a dozen.
Insufficient evidence in the York records makes a comparison
here impossible, but the private orders agree with the above sources,
mentioning cambric, silk, linen, and printed handkerchiefs.

This

great abundance of printed, checked, and flowered handkerchiefs
brings up an interesting point.

All of the portraits painted in that

era show the handkerchiefs as being plain colored, and presumably of

silk or gaurc with iaee.

It would seem then, that handkerchiefs of

these materials, which hair# already been noted as the most expensive
types, were need primarily for Sunday and "dress-up** occasions*

the

printed handkerchiefs of cambric* linen* and cotton were for everyday
wear* since they would not show soil as much as the plain colored
ones* were cheaper* and were easier to care for*
Handkerchiefs were sometimes Included as part of a set of
accessories commonly known as a "suit." these suits usually included
a cap* tucker* handkerchief* and ruffles* though occasionally sleeve
knots and aprons were added*

Hot many of these suits were found in

the eighteenth*century Westmoreland County Records.

Host of the time

the inventories simply said **5 sets of head linen 5/## or "a parcel of

a?

Head Cloths.**

the Watts girls* Anne and Mary* got ”1 Suit of Head

Cloth# & Shuffels (tufflest] & Handkerchiefs £ 9.3.6" and M2 Suits
of Head Cloths £ U . 6.7.1,28
Several of these suits were ordered either privately or through
the Horton Company. Peter Lyons, for example, in 1768 ordered a suit
of minonett or blond lace "to cost about three pounds." William
Beverley in 1140 offered to pay up to six pounds for a fashionable
mob with Ruffles pucker [tucker?] and tippet*" when in the same order
he was only willing to pay five pounds for a silk dress.
were to be for his daughter Elisabeth.)

{Both items

the most expensive of

these suits found was ordered by George Washington in 1759 when he
requested "A Cap* Handkerchief, tucker* and Ruffles to be made of
Brussel# Lace or point. * * to cost £ 20." these sets were also made
of silk gause* marionet, and muslin.50
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Women, it would seem, are always the same, ever seeking to he
fashionable end yet find bargains * Mary Stith wrote In 1728;
Madam; When you come to London, please favor me in your
choice of a suit of pinners fashionably dressed with a Cross
knot Hole in what ever the fashion requires, with
fashionable ruffles and handkerchief. I like a lace of
breadth and of a beautiful Pattern that may be plainly seen,
fine enough*to look well, but not of a superfine costly
lace * * » *
With these sets, then, the head covering was a cap.

Only a

small number of caps were found in the Westmoreland records, and all
were in the earlier inventories.

In the early years of the century,

1700*1710, there are two references to coifs-«*the old, sixteenth
century term for a close-fitting linen cap.

Only a few other

references were made to caps that definitely belonged to women.

The

inventory of the estate of dene Omohundo showed that she had owned a
parcel of women’s caps worth ten shillings*

Frances Spencer in 1727

had a fine velvet flowered cap worth twelve shillings six pence.
Other types of ladies1 caps found included ones of silk and linen*
In the fork records, the Ivea sisters owned a number of cape
including two lace mobs, eight nightcaps, three quilted scull cape,
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and nine half-caps*'
Hobs, by the way, were not found anywhere in
the Westmoreland Records» even though they were found in some of the
private orders.
The young ladies Fithian met sometimes wore caps of lace and
gante, but often simply had on a ,lTuff of Ribbon for a Cap” or a

34 A traveler noted in

’’Ribbon, with a Sprig of green Jessamine.”

1746;” Common People wear Woollen and Tarn Caps; but the better ones
wear white Holland or Cotton:

Thus they travel fifty Miles from Home.

It may be cooler [than wearing wigs] for ou^it I know; but, methinks,
35

’tie very ridiculous*11
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Almost ©very woman in Westmoreland County in the eighteenth
century must hairs owned some type of hat or bonnet» for nearly every
inventory which listed ladies1 clothing also included at least one
hat of some type*
favorite,

In the early years of the century# felt was the

these hat# were-valued at between .two and three shillings.

Several Carolina hats were listed hut there was no way to tell whether
they were for ladies or gentlemen*

the first idea# that these hats

came from either Morth or South Carolina# cannot be proven*

The only

information that can be found about these hats is that they were also
called Caroline# and were always black.
,in the second quarter of-the century# a variety of hats were
noted# with no one kind particularly popular*

Felt was still used#

though the average value of these was only two shillings two pence.
Two ladies* fur .hats were listed at five shillings each mid were
probably of beaver# for beaver hats are specifically mentioned in the
Norton Papers and the Virginia Gagetto* Also found in the
inventories for these years were straw hats and one silk bonnet*
Matts girls bought six hats during the years 1747-52.

The

two were

velvet bonnets costing over a pound each# one was a hair hat# one a
Ofl
furred hat# and two were of felt*
Three lace hats were also found in the inventories covering
these years # and these were by far the most expensive type of hat*
These were not necessarily made of lace# but might have been simply
decorated with lace*

All of these were owned# as might be expected#

by very rich ladles*

Mrs. Thomas Sorrell owned a gold lace hat worth

one pound five shillings# and Mrs* Betty Sorrell# probably a cousin#

bought a lac# hat in 1739 £tom Mr* Richard Jackson far eighteen
shillings,

lira. Ashton# who was undoubtedly one of tha county** west

wealthy ladies# lad a lac# hat valued at eleven shillings thra#
panea.
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the: inventories for tha year# 1750-1770 continue to show

that nearly every lady owned a hat# hut they fail to give any information
as to the types.

The only Information given Is the value which

ranges from ten shillings for one labeled ••now" to two shillings for
an Mold hat.** One pinner was listed# and several inventories
referred to a parcel of lead linen or head clothes.
The Norton tapers show the overwhelming preference the Norton
customer* had for bonnets— satin bonnets# to he enact.

Slightly

over eighty of these were ordered# a few In blue# a few In white# but
the vast majority In black# and In **tha very highest fashion and
it''
* ■’’
•1''
newest taste.
Occasionally bonnets were ordered in other colors#
and John Wilkins of Northhampton County was the only merchant brave
enough to order silk and satin'bonnets in white and •'different colors#**
.but not a single one in black*

ft Is interesting to speculate as

* to whether or not this indicates a difference in fashion taste-.
.
between the Tork-Wiliietaaburg area and the Eastern Shore.

Nearly all

the head coverings listed In the Westmoreland records were called
"hate./* but the Norton customers showed a definite preference for
bexmsts.

There was probably no real difference hare; simply the fact

that all headgear was a f,hat,f to the men who made the inventories.
The private orders show the same types as do the county records.
Velvet bonnets# beaver hats# and'Straw hats were requested# usually

m
in black or white.
one of hi* niece*.

Xn 1724 Thomas Jones bought a hat in london for
• • 4 0
the bill for' the bat went as follow*t

Girl* blew hatt lined silk
0
Etch open silver' lace
5
ribbon band
deal box
Bought of William Rolfe, Ismdon

0
6
0

In tie Virginia Gazette Hrs* Walker advertised' in 1752 tbit 'She'
would teach young ladies to make beta* bonnets* and shades (Leey
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scarf* which seem to have been worn with bonnets).
Many kinds of 1
hats were advertised in the •Virginia.Gaatetfce- that were not found
elsewhere*

Several of thescwere made by special companies, snob as

Thant riding hats and Jubilee bonnets*

Other unusual kinds mentioned

ware calash bonnets, chip hats, riding hatswith feathers, and beaver
hats with cock feathers*
Hcode were evidently never popular in colonial tidewater
Virginia, and few were found in any of the sources consulted* except,
of course, hoods that'ware, attached to cloaks1and capuchins*

In ail

of the Westmoreland records, duly about ten hoods were found,

the ’

materials used for these'were silk and muslin, and ashore hood was
valued 'at three shillings while a long silic on# was worth; si*'
shilling*,

the only color given for hoods in Westmoreland was black*

g' few of the Vork record* mentioned hoods and, as with caps, it was
the Ives sisters who "had the best collection:*

They owned three

muslin hoods and an old silk hood valued together at seven shillings
six pence# and two black silk hoods worth twelve shillings six pence*
Hot many hoods were ordered through the Horton Company either* »cmly
eighteen net hoods# eight of black velvet# and three of minienet
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(lace).
Very few aprons were listed in any of the county records, and
even the inventories which had good lists of women's clothing usually
did not include any aprons. This may have been caused in part by the
fact that nearly all aprons for heme or dress were probably homemade,
and perhaps were not considered important or valuable enough to put
in the inventories*

A number of inventories contained notations such

as **8% {yards] of aproning" or ”apron cloth 6 I7d."^3 Everyday
aprons were made of inexpensive linen.

These would have had bibs at

the top, and long.full skirts to protect a lady's dress as she
worked.

Sometimes aprons were worn as a decoration with an afternoon*

type dress.

These were often bought as part of a matched set

including handkerchief, rufflee, and apron.

Probably some fancy

aprons were also made at home of silk or fine material, and trimmed
with lace and handwork.
The aprons found in the Westmoreland County Records show a wide
variety of kinds and values.

Muslin aprons were found most frequently:

long, short, short laced, and embroidered.

The value of the average

urns1in apron was between two and four shillings, while those that tad
lace or embroidery were worth six shillings.

Linen aprons were the

next largest groups, and these were cheaper (two shillings to three
shillings).

There is no mention of any trimmed linen aprons, which

seems to confirm the idea that linen aprons were used for everyday.
The five checked aprons found were probably also for household use
while the three silk aprons listed were for dress or special
occasions*

These seme kinds, muslin, linent end silk, were the ones found
In the fork records.

The leek of orders for aprons In the Horton

Papers seems to indicate again that most aprons were made here*
five were mentioned.

Only

Of these two were silk gause» and a third was

to he a "blooming Colour1* with ruffles and handkerchief to match.44
d group of items which are both clothing and accessories should
be discussed briefly.

These include .girdles,, pockets, and decorative

articles made of lace andribbon.

Several girdles, worth

approximately one shilling each, were found in the Westmoreland
records*

These were not undergarments , but a type of sash worn

around the waist.

Two scarfs were also mentioned, and these could

have been for use as sashes, neckpieces, or head coverings,

duly

three .pair of pockets were found, 'indicating that .either the dresses
usually worn by Westmoreland women had sons type of pockets sewed in,
or that the ladies simply relied on the large pockets found,'in the
everyday*style aprons.
Even these minor accessories were sometime* included in wills,
and lucretia Burnett of Essex County left to her granddaughter Wary
Curran, among other things, one pair of paragon bodies, one new
muslin apron and sleeves, one new hollaed shift, one laced
handkerchief, one headdress, a black.hood with yellow topknot, and
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one pair of laced shoes.
Contemporary portrait* show that at least for drees*up, the use
of decorated sleeves was Just as popular hare as lit England.

Such

edgings extended anywhere from a simple muslin ruffle to five or six
layers of overlapping ruffles of gauxe or muslin trimmed with lace*

6i
Three Icings of Iace were found moat ofton In the county records*
these were gold !ace» silk lace* end hone lace.

Gold lace was simply

lace made with gold threads, and silk laces were those made on or of
silk.

Bone lace * on the other hand, was made in the Hast of England,

and’idle name probably came at one time from the -ladies1 use of fish
hones instead of pins to hold the lace in place while it was being
made.

Bone lace closely resembles crocheted edging*
Hot much lace was found in the Inventories or wills because not

much was kept on hand.

When lace was purchased, the buyer almost

always had a definite- use in mind and hence the lace was soon on a
garment*

However, the prices paid by Westmoreland residents for

laces can be found In the records of estates*
ran about as follows:

Such prices per yard

one shilling for hood lace, three shillings

for silk lace# and: seven ©hi1lingo for superfine lace*

Seven

shillings may not seem expensive but it adds up quickly, for whan
seven yards of this lace was purchased to go with a cherrydotty gown#
it cost over two pounds five shillings. lace was also ordered
through the Norton Company, again mainly silk laces (raised and flat)*
and some blonde lace-.

Blonde lace originally came from- Spain and was

called "bUmda” whether it was black or white*

it was made so that

the flowers were slightly raised* and had a heavier* sturdier look
about it than most other laces*

Black* white* pink, and blue laces

^ were- also ordered* as were some cotton laces.
judging from both the county records and the Horton tapers*
ribbons ware used even more than laces*

Ribbon was used with ladies*

handkerchiefs* to decorate hats and caps* for breast knots and sleeve

knots, for eschetles,
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and to decorate dresses and other garments*

Ribbon was often bought specifically for the purpose of making knots*
for example, William Beverley wanted for Elizabeth "6 yards Padusoy
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ribbon for knots* £ yards of a colour*11
As with the laces* types
mid prices for ribbon can be found most often in the records of
estates and not in the inventories and wills» She types found in the
Westmoreland records Include gold* silver* figured* black, white*
narrow, flowered* and red-striped.

Monesopretty was another type of

ribbon used by colonial Virginians*

It was named after the "Nancy

Pretty*1* a flower of the Sweet William family that was also called
London Pride*

Presumably such a ribbon was daintily fringed as is

the flower* or perhaps had tiny flowers woven into it*

Ribbon was

cheaper than lace* and cost only six pence to two shillings a yard*
The amount of ribbon sent for through the Norton Company was
very great*

Black was the color ordered most frequently* especially

black paduasoy (a narrow silk ribbon from Italy), black velvet* and
black satin*

Pink* blue, and white were the other colors usually

requested* and these were always of satin*

figured ribbons were also

ordered in quantities and some merchants wanted as much as twenty
dozen pieces*

When ordered by the piece* ribbon cost from six to

Sixteen shillings*
debate*

Exactly how much a piece contained is open to

The only figure given is for a piece thirty-six yards long.

However* one* and two-yard pieces must have been more normal, for as
noted, Beverley ordered two-yard lengths of each color for Elizabeth.
When pieces of ribbon were ordered by the dozen* prices were of course
cheaper— only five to seven shillings a dozen.

Fans have bean called an Important part of a colonial lady1*
outfit, but not every lady in Weefcmoreland owned one.

An estimate

bated, on the records researched would be that Just .under; half .of the
ladies were thue equipped.

Fans were probably used bare in Virginia

as an accessory with drees ensembles? to take to a dance* or to a
party, or to take, to church in summer*

Host of .the fans listed bad

no information with them except their value— one to two shillings
each.

The ivory fans found in the inventories were valued much more

highly* about ten shillings each*

These were* in all likelihood*

fans with ivory sticks and handles#, rather,than solid ivory fans.
The Norton tapers, contain orders for fans* but do not give much
information about types, either.

"Fine fans,*' "common fans," and

"Better fane" are the descriptions used most frequently.

There were

also fans in cases# black fans, mourning fans# silver wedding fans#
and fans sent back to England to be remounted.

Fans requested

through the Norton Company were cheap also* for a dozen usually cost
only from seven shillings six pence to fourteen shillings.

Personal

family letters contain requests for fans too*, as whsn William i«
Vaggaman wrote to Capt. Waggaman.

"In looking over your letters this

day* I find in one P.S. for a Fan . . * 1*11 get the first good China
one t can and send, it."*® ^
Cobralias were a new and treasured article in colonial times*
In Westmoreland, only about four were found, and all of these were in
the inventories of phe very well-to*de*

The word fumbrelia" in the

eighteenth century, could mean either a sun parasol' or a .portable
protection from rain# and there is no way of telling which type of

umbrella a person owned.
A number of miscellaneous accessories were either mentioned
only once or twice in the Westmoreland records* or were absent
entirely.

These included artificial flowers, pocketbooks or

necessaries, muffs# stomachers, ladles* wigs* and masks.

All of

these items were advertised as being available in Williamsburg* and
the first four were ordered through the Norton Company also* but in
small quantities*

There Is no evidence to indicate how widely these

accessories were used in colonial Virginia as a whole, but they
definitely were not used to any great extent in colonial Westmoreland*
All of a lady’s garments and accessories have thus far been
considered separately.

To help the reader comprehend what a colonial

woman wore, several complete outfits will be discussed below.

The

first three will be ensembles taken from eighteenth-century records*
and the next four will be historical re-creations based on available
evidence.
In December of 1766 Mrs. William longhorn sent through the
Norton Company for a complete wardrobe for second mourning*

Firat

she wanted a piece of dark Ravenly Ray ducape, which she planned to
make into a sacque and coat, and a piece of best black India perslan*
with six yards of ribbon to suit the silks.

A piece of calico that

was to be black with white shells was probably also destined to become
a gown*

To go with these dresses she ordered a black perslan quilted

petticoat an "ell long on the Hip with pearl Collaring.91 Then to
wear over these outfits, she requested a large black silk cardinal
and, to match the cloak, a plain black silk bonnet.

^.f,A ,cap* Handkerchief * Ruffles* end apron.proper for,Second
Mourning for « Widow;
were ordered# as
were \
two
pairs:■of
black
silk
f ;•I-'■ ;• .*■4
;'...*.1
) ,.1 i/••
1 ." ,i .
•;;
:

S-

stockings, one pair of hlae^7velvet puraps, •four peirs of black,leather
pumps 9tend four pairs of black calimaaco pumps,

to wear with these,

she .wanted,e pair of strong black leather clogs, finished with white
leather.

Nest she asked for one pair of black kid glows#, one pair

of mitts, and one pair of plain strong knit black silk mitts °£or a
middle siaed Arm/VTo finish out, her wardrobe for second raoumings
Mrs. Langhom ordered e large black gauss handkerchief, a pair of
women’s black shoe buckles, ablack coal necklace in strands3 and a ,
large paper. faa#^ ; Mr. Augustine Smith ordered a complete
1767.

This was almost certain to he

a gift#

outfit;for his, wifein
end though it wee

ordered, in June# It could not have been given before Rovetaber or
Deeenheri for it took between two and three months for Horton in
London to receive these orders# end presumably another two or three
months for the goods to arrive here.

First Mr* Smith

requested m

garnet and white colored silk made into, a aaeque and petticoat in
"the newest fashion, for a tail woman.” To go with this# ter ordered
a cap, handkerchief, ruffled tippet# end ruffles made of hasted
Brussels lace# and an egret# necklace# earrings#, stomacher# and
sleeve knots*

To complete the outfit# there was. to he **a lawn

handkerchief to put over the cloathe When decked and a handsome fan
in a, case.,,S0
Another complete outfit was ordered for Mrs* P riscilla Bsweeo
through Messrs* J* Haahury and Company. The items were to he chosen

by LadyGocch, and the total value of
approximately thirty’•three pounds.

anaaahla was eat leated at

Mrs. Dawson wanted a fashionable

brocade, suit of clothes, a pair of atays.ahoop.abluesatic
petticoat # and a scarlet cloth under•petticoat.

To go with those aha

ordered a fashionable laced cap, handkerchief,rufflee, and tucker,
as well■as a pair of tritswad bluo satin shoes, and.a/pair of blue
silk stockings. A silver.,girdle and; a .fan ware also ordered to
SI
coiapieta the outfit. *

'

.,Bach of the three ensembles discussed above was a special Outfit, for dr«*a-up occasions.

The first of the historically re*

created ensctable# will be .similar to the above in that it represents
a dress outfit that was worn by the well*to*do women of colonial
Westmoreland.

Such an outfit consisted first of a pastel thread

satin or cotton satin gown, lined with silk, and a matching petticoat
With this she wore a white ransiin apron, a silk orsilfc muslin
handkerchief, white threadstockings, and black calimanco shoes.

If

she were going.out, she, put on a red satin cloak, a black hood, and a
pair of black ailk gloves*
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..The ensemble given neat represents that of the average woman of
colonial Westmoreland.It was an outfit she wore for afternoons, or
perhaps for 0emi*dress*~neithsr the best nor the worst that aha, .owned
.She had on a gown of printed Virgiitla cloth or of calico, with a red
or blue pattern on a white background.

It was a closed gown, and her

petticoat# though it was also of Virginia cloth, didnot match her
dress.

Over the gown she wore a white linen apron, and a White linen

handkerchief*

Her shoes were of black leather, and her stockings of

white yarn or thread*, ,Fo* ;Owt*o£*doore1ihe had an old fad- or blue
cloak* .
• She.- did hot,=own; a:,hoed\;t©vgo.with- This*,.but. reliedihstead on
a; hac*\«

;^

=

The woman of Westmoreland who was of the poorer class dressed
■somtswhat differently from the two ladies deseribedabove. _ Her gown
wa®*of; acme type of Virginia clothe prohably:solid brown, in 'color*■•*■
Since she worea closed gown#; her petticoat of plain, unbleached ■
Virginia cloth did not show*

With these aha wore a' checked linen

apron# and perhaps a handkerchief* Her shoes were of leather
(Virginia-made) and

her stockings were worsted or yarn. Although she

owned a cap or hat#

she had no gloves, and no hood*

Therecords

indicate that she did not have a cloak* but she must have had
something that passed for a cloak to wear in inclement weather.
The ladies who obtained their garments through the Horton
Company, or who ordered them directly from England, fallsomewhere
between the wealthy

and the "middle-class” ladies discussed above*

The outfit described here would be for afternoons or Sundays*

Such a

gown was of printed calico# either blue and white, or purple and
white.

Chances are about fifty-fifty that it was an open gown, and

in that case her petticoat matched her dress.

If it was a closed

gown, her petticoat was of plain, fine cotton or silk.

Her cap,

handkerchief, ruffles, and apron were all part of a matched set, white
in color, and trimmed with lace.
with white thread stockings*

Black calimanco shoes were worn

Her cloak was red or black, and with it

she wore a black silk bonnet and white kid gloves.
Taken as a whole, the ladies of Westmoreland County, Virginia,

m
in the eighteenth century dressed well.

"Fashionable" was a magic

word so woasxt in colonial times* Out they did not try.to follow ell
the fashion whim® of England.

The records indicate that the ladies

dressed neatly» not ostentatiously.

1 find no attecipt to copy .the.

styles set at either the English or French courts in eny of the,
sources consulted.

Westmoreland women seem to have preferred .simple

styles and outfits* and omitted, or at least, largely,ignored* much
that was popular in England in the eighteenth century including, as
we have seen* hoops* clogs* pattens*sacques* muffs* /stomachers* and
ladles9 wigs.

A number of factors were probably responsible for this

variation..in fashion-taste. and although it is so obvious that It is
often ignored*, it is none the less.true that.life in e new land made
for new styles,

the climate*, the work a colonial lady was expected

to do * and even the large-scale* far-flung agriculture that developed
here encouraged difference* in dress between Virginia and England.
Many items* of course* continued to be imported* hut the years 1700
to 1774 saw an ever-increasing number of garments and fabrics
"Virginia-made*” not only as .a home industry* but on a regular
commercial basis as well.. It was an era of beautiful * feminine .
fashions characterised by .sweeping* full-skirted gowns and. ,a
passionate love for ruffles and laces— an era when Westmoreland
ladles cpmpiesmtnted the colonial scene in seersucker and shalloon*
calimanco and eherryderry, and. nankeen and nonesopretty. .
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.64*64$,
•

26. June 6, 1748, ibid.. II, 62a~66;
Deeds and Wills, ?X, 50-54.

Pec. 1716, Westmoreland

27./See the Inventory of Thomas Sorrell, Deo. 16, 1726,
'Westmoreland Records and. Inventories * I, 42&-A65
' Inventory of Frances Johnston, Feb. ?, 1742,' Ibid.* 178a.
28. June24, 1752, ibid., IX, 199a~204a.
29* Order of Peter Igrona, Sept. 24, 1768, Morton Paper®1
Aug. 13, 1740, in William Beverley, letters and Accounts
1734-48",
3-0,- Order of George Washington in 1759 as quoted in Alice
Horse Earle1® Costume of Colonial Times (Hew fork, 18%),
40—41 •
31. Letter of 'Mary Stilh, Hay 7, 1728, in Bear 1723-28, Jones
Family1Paper#, Manuscript Division, Library of Congress.
32. June 30, 1767, Westmoreland Records and Inventories, V,
2-3,v Jb»« 17, 1727, ibid., 3&a66**67/
33. Bar., 15#,1722,

fork Orders, .Wills, etc.,XVI,2?6~2?7.

34. journal’
'4 baiters of Philip Vickers
A Plantation Tutor of the Old Dominion, ed. Hunter P.
Farioh (Williamsburg, 194317*i'O-U&T 171-172. 279.
3$, Sdward Mimber, "Observations in Several Voyages STtrfevele
in A m e r i c a London Magazine (1746), as quoted in William
.and Itoy .^lartefly, 1st sef., X? (1906-1W ) , iff. "
36. June 24, 1752, Westmoreland Records mad' Inventories, II,
v t99a~2G4&.
37. Pec. 16, 1726, ibid.. I, 42a-44| Obti 1736-1739, ibid*,
218-219J Sept* 30, 1724, ibid., tOa-tta.
■'f
■
'•\
38. for example the order of Hart and Marshall, June 1769#
Horton Papers.
.39. Order of John Wilkins for July 24, 1772, Horton Papers.
40. Receipt of Thomas 'Jones- a© quoted in'Hie
of History -and Biography, -XXVI (1-918), 178.
41. Bee. 1, 1752, Virginia Gazettej also in William and -Mary
lot aer.j VIZ (1S96-1899), 178.
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42. May 18, 1?24, York Orders, Wills, ate., OT, 2?6~2?7.
43. May 26* 1725* Pee. 14# 1726* Westmoreland Eeeords end
Inventories, I* 17* 64a-46a.
44. Order of June 12* 1773 for Mrs, Soott in Lord Bumore's
order* as cpoied in. John Morton § Sons, ed. Frances
Mason* 328*330*
45. John Frederick Donaan ed.* Essex Cfcmty, ftodLaln, Deeds
and Wills Mo. 13. 1707-171 i T liteloit, H.0., 196FJT64.
46. Bschelleo— a row of bows down the front of a bodice
arranged in descending else from the top to the waist,
47. July 1* 1741* in William Beverley, Letters and Accounts
1734-48.
48. Mov. 10* 1743* Waggaman letter from Bengal to Virginia* as
quoted in the William and Mary Quarterly* 1st oer,* II
(1893-1894)* 1®.
49. Order for the use of the estate of Capt* Langhorn,
Deceased, Dec. 1> 1766, Morton Papers.
|0. Order of Mr. Augustin© Smith* June 10* 1?67* Morton Papers.
51. Order of Mrs. Priscilla Dawson, Apr. 15* 1752* m quoted in
a a M S B £&£
SBSOSte» 1st ««*•» W , (1897-1898), 1%.
52. this and the other three outfits that follow ere based on
colonial sources; Lqffche case of the first three the
Westmoreland County Eeeords and for the fourth the Morton
Papers and other private orders. These ©met ensembles
were not found in any inventory or order. Instead, they
represent a eenposlte view' from which m abstract has, in
each case* been prepared.

CHIFfSB V
FABRICS AND MATERIALS
A consideration of the fabrics available id Westmoreland
County between 17011 end 1774' is pertinent to this study of'woman*a
clothes,

Some clothing was available ready-made, especially gloves,

hots, bonnets, and shoes.

Others, including stay#, cloaks, end

certain types of gowns, could either-he purchased Se e completed
product or made-up as the ladies sow fit,

But most articles of

clothing for both m m and women were not widely available ready*
made at this time,

Gowns, cloaks, shifts, riding habits, and petticoats

were usually made at home, or the- material for them was carried to a
dressmaker who made the garment to specification.

Fabric, then,

constitutes a very important part of any view of clothing in
t
eighteenth-century Tidewater Virginia.
the variety of fabrics available in Westmoreland in the early
years of the century is-interesting*

In a survey covering the years

1700 to 1720, seventy*three; different fabrics were found. 'Of these
linen was the favorite, and while linen was counted only once in the
total list of materials, it was’available in at least sixteen different
varieties.

Blue, green, and brown- linen, as well as checked and

speckled linen, wars popular, and ranged in value itm five pence a
yard to one shilling eight pence a yard*

Most of the linen used.

however, waul either plain, Scotch, Hamburg, or garlix (German linen).
Its price range was almost identical with that of the dyed and printed
types: sis pence to one shilling nine pence a yard*
In these factors, availability and variety, lay the roots of
11x160*0 popularity*

Linen could also he made at home, and approximately

one family in ten- possessed the necessary equipment. Linen was need
literally for everything in the way of clothing for Westmoreland women*
Gowns, aprons, stomachers, petticoats, shifts, and gloves were only
a few of the many articles made from this material*
Sturdy fabrics were used extensively in the early years of the
century also; especially dowlas, a coarse linen; shellon, a lightweight
woolen; and duroy, a coarse type of woolan*

As the century progressed,

however, the use of these materials underwent a slow hut steady decline
In Westmoreland and by the time of the devolution they had all hut
disappeared from the inventories of .the county*

These were not cheap,

for they cost .from one ■shilling four pence to three shillings sin
pence a yard* As'a whole these fabrics m m used for men9s coats,

1aoi&ets, and oreecties, nut gowns- were occasional ly made of duroy, and
i *K
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smocks of dowlas*
Though a great nunber of materials occur in these early inventories
including

inkle, pemistone, and shag, the only other fabric

besides'linen and sturdy woolens widely used in these years was silk*
Among the types available were silk muslin and silk stuff, hut damask
was the favorite and sold for about one shilling fiye pence per yard*
Virginia cloth was already available, either printed or plain, and
while the enact, nature of the cloth was not given, it was probably of

cotton or linen.2
Taking the years 1725-1750 as the next unit, the number of
different fabrics used Is atill high, and reaches .about seventy-four*
Linen'remained the favorite with twenty-one kinds noted#

Mew

varieties,included clocked* white, princess, and•sprigged*

Holland*

an imported linen* was almost always either printed or striped*

It

was especially used im these' years for gowns* petticoats* and Jumps*,
-Gotten fabrics made a sudden and strong appearance* All but
nonexistent m

the earlier lists* cotton was now used in stripes and

checks as well as white, Whitney* and blue*

Dimity and fustian were

light cottons* while cherryderry was an Indian cotton*

Calico became

increasingly popular and was more expensive than regular cotton at
an .average of three shillings’a yard*

Broadcloth* especially in red

and scarlet* was also entering the field and was by far the exist
expensive type of cotton at four shillings to fen shillings per yard*

The heaviest use of Virginia-made cloth was still in the future* but
Virginia cotton did increase In availability during this period*
Petticoats* gowns* riding gowns* and handkerchiefs were increasingly
made from the cotton family of fabrics*
Silk usage reached ifa peek during this second quarter of the
eighteenth century*

Black alamode, silk crepe* damask* Persian silk

and taffeta* India Persian* -tabby and satin were all found in
Westmoreland in these years*

Surprisingly* 'though the cost of these

goods was high in compaction with linens and woolens* silk was actually
cheaper than broadcloth and even* in most cases* cheaper than calico*
Among the ladles1 garments made of silk fabrics were gowns* petticoats*

handkerchiefs, hoods mid hornets* mantis#, and aprons.
and black crops m m

Black silk

favored for tsss in mourning clothe*# Silk

was also used in combination with a number of other materials |
for example silk muslin, especially for handkerchiefs, and silk
poplin for goons*
Gaeenbrigs, a coarse linen* m m used for table and household
linen,

In regard to clothing it was mainly utilised for servants*

clothes* especially for shifts and petticoats* though some jackets
and probably some gowns ware made of this fabric.

Only two woolens

show any great use in this period* and they were sagathy, a alight
woolen-like 'serge* and camlet* a light-weight fabric made of luster
wool,

the latter was usually dyed scarlet and was used particularly

in cloaks and cardinals.
the nidcentury decade* 1750-1760, saw a continuing dominance
of linen* silk* cotton* and oxenbrigs*

Among the fabrics added to

the list at this tins* three were especially important,

Lawn* a

fine linen* was made up mainly into handkerchiefs* headdresses* and
aprons; while chiefs* a printed calico* was used for gowns.
of taffeta known as lutestring or lustring was
petticoats* and riding habits.

used for

A kind
gowns*

Changeable lustring was treasured

and among the color combinations mentioned are

blue and

purple,orange

and pink* and pink and sky blue.
The 1760** saw a sharp rise in the. amount of Virginia cloth used
and reflected the decreasing trade with the mother country.

Almost

every inventory Included this fabric* and Its value and quality range
was highs one shilling five pence to twelve shillings sis pence a yard
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this was cloth actually woven in Virginia, mainly it would seem, by
professional or semiproles#ional weaver#» Mr. Spencer Aries of
Westmoreland for example,

Many home© had spinning wheel# m d cotton

nodi wool cards, her only about twelve or fifteen had the looms and
equipment needed for full-scale weaving.

Several inventories included

the mention of a certain number of yard#' of Virginia cloth that had
been ordered from the weaver#3
'fhe Eeverend .Andrew Burnaby noted in hi# travel# through this
area in 1759 and 1760 that ,ftheir manufactures are very considerable,
they make a kind of cottan^cloth, which they clothe themselves with
In common* and call after the name of their country. . . «** Linen was
also manufactured here* and the inventories -occasionally indicate
quantities of "dressed” and "undressed" flan* as well as equipment
for making linen doth#
While there was an- overall drop to slightly under thirty
different types of fabric* linen retained a high position with shite
(bleached) linen the most popular kind*

Cotton and calico were

favorites* but the use of silk* or at least the mention thereof in
the records* declined sharply.

Caliraanco, long connected with the

making of shoes* appeared occasionally as a material for ladies * gowns,
In the last ten to fifteen years, before the devolution* there is
another drop in the number of kinds of fabric in Westmoreland* this
time to about sixteen, and there was a heavy reliance on linen and
Virginia cotton#

Ihe older types of fabric* like sagathy* shallon,

silk* and osenbrlgs still appear, but in greatly reduced quantities,
indicating another drop in the amount of materials imported,

h number
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of political and economic reason#, which were discussed in Chapter
ill,, were involved, and Archibald Gv Aylettsprobably expressed the
feeling* of many colonial Virginian* on this subject when in 1778
he.ordered. #,2 pieces beet India Nankeen. • * [j;f the duty on Sea.
i* taken-;of£ j ” Chi* bracket*)* ^ >
A survey of YorkCounty Records reveals several difference*
In the fabrics need in the two eountle*.

tlestmorelaod had a number

of material® not found in the York record® consulted; -Among thmm ■

m m hunhum*, m m c h m w * plush, thickset, and swanskin* On the other
hand, just as many types; m m

found in -York and not.in ffs*tM»rel*d&»

including seersucker, morse,.hammatl* and corroderry. ■
York continued to have a vide variety of materials long after
Westmoreland had begun to concentrate* on cotton, linen, and osettbrigs.
far -lesser amount* -of-these., three fabrics warn found in York lnvcmtotiaa*
This is especially true of calico and-of the great-selection''of linens
used la Westmoreland, only three or four of which appear in York. the -inventory of -t m .sisters -in -fork*County <provides a glimpse
o f .the.fabrics in use. there: in'1722* the.Ives■
-sister*’
,'Elisabeth -and
Alice, must hare been dressmakers for-the amount of material -they had
on hand is far beyond .the average,- even .for'colonial days when nearly
ovary home kept a store of yard goods* f&sy had-for example one hundred
and ninety-threa yards of striped stuff, sisty^nine yards- of satin, ami
fdity^.nine of mantxia atIk. -ftnt a detailed inventory such as- this one.
gives more -than the type of fabric used*
colors that vers popular*

It gives us a look at the

la the way of silk, the sister*-had black

Norwich crepe, striped satin, and white sarsenet,

their Persian was -

purple, black, end green* Satin came in white, black and white, bine
and white, green and white, and cherry and white,
listed in 'yellow, aky~colored, and 'striped'.

Mantua silk was

In the-' area of woolens,

black shalloon, camblet, and scarlet cambist were noted, as was
cherry-colored and white drugget.6
the'Norton Papers confirmthe previous vie# as to the popularity
of linen, oaeabrigs, and cotton*
by the hundreds of yards*

Cheap woolens were Ordered literally

Cotton goods and especially calico were

requested in almost 'every order*

Unlike the 'decline in' the use of

silk, noted" in Westmoreland, silk fabric continued to he 'Ordered in feitly large amounts through 1774*

But the chief value of the Norton

Papers lies in the dOscriptio'na'given of the material# ’that were ordered
Here, m

in the Ives inventory, some of the' kinds 'and colors 'of 'the

various materials can be learned •
in-'the'''silk family, both alomode '.and crepe were 'ordered -only
in black:.* 'Persian evidently came 'in a 'wide' variety "of colors for
straw-colored, sky blue, pink, white, and deep blue pieces were ordered,
Batin Is mentioned as black spotted, bright pink, blue, and green
striped, ’while sarsenet was- also -green striped -as well m gold and-'white
Silk itself was usually ordered ^flowered” while1the favorite colors
for' (Bantu* silk were silver-grey and white. •
'Calico was' requested in coral 'ground, black and' white flowered,
white with a small blue running vine, and dark ground with **a small
heat pattern the colour gay and lively.”7 But almost inevitably,
whenever calico was ordered,' at least one piece of purple and white
was included*

It wee far and away the favorite color for this fabric,
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at least as far at the Norton Papers reflect the taste of colonial
Virginia.

Chines, the next most popular cotton fabric, came in dark

or light ground at well as figured, copper plate, and mosaic ground*
Regular cotton was requested in the sane color# aa the above! especially
dark ground, white with flowers, and theubiquitiou* purple and white.
Broadcloth, in sky, atone, brickdust, claret, and deep blue, continued
to be the moat expensive of the cottons mid was ordered In leaser amounts*
linen was usually ordered printed, either in blue or purple,
though occasionally checked linen was listed*

Holland was blue or red

striped while the cheaper orenbrigs came in black, white, brown, and
blue*

The comment attached to one of the letters In the Horton Papers

states that German osenbrig* and not Isgilsh was to be sent, reflecting
a belief In the superior quality of the former
Among the wools, serge was ordered in shades of blue and black
mid fearnought, a stout woolen used for outside clothing, in grey.
But durant, a glared, strong woolen, was requested in blue.pink, white,
and black*
Turning to a survey of the prices and values of the materials
discussed, no appreciable variations in price were found "between
Westmoreland and York or between either of these.and the Horton Papers.
The same holds true for a time comparison for the average price of the
main fabrics held steady from 1700 to 1774.

That is, there was no

major fluctuation In the prices or values of material during this time
period.

It is also true that neither the county records nor the Horton

Papers,show any rise in prices as the political situation grew more
tense.

The orders of 1774 were just as routine as those of 1708.

Based on the** three sources then, the average prices for some
of the main materials is given below*
range of quality available In each*

These prices reflect the

Per example hollsmd was available

from one shilling to four shillings six pence in 1718 as well as in
1778.

All prices are per yard*

Broadcloth 5/d to 10/1 calico 1/0 to

5/1 dowlas 1/3 to $/#! garlix 1/2 to 1/6; hoHand 1/ to 4/6 § linen
1/ to 3/; nuslln 2/ to 4/s ocenbrigs 6d to t/i silk 2/ to 5/s Virginia
cloth 1/2 to 5/*
linsey-woolsey, often thought of as a basic early American
fabric, was. all but noa-existent in the records consulted.
Westmoreland* the name appear# only once*

In

Hnsey-woolsey was probably

used In tbs frontier areas, but by 1788 the frontier was already far
to the west of Westmoreland*
the word "stuff” occurs again and again in the county records*
This presents an obvious difficulty in attempting to understand its
meaning*

It can mean a type of worsted cloths a wool, plain or

twilled*

It can also m m

into garments*

any fabric that has not yet been- made up

Beyond- these two there lies the possibility that the

assessor* simply did not know the name of a certain length of fabric
and so called it "stuff." Thus it is hard to say what stuff was,- but
easy to say that it was widely used*

Hot only were large quantities

of stuff kept on hand as yard goods, but almost every type of garment
at one time or another was made of "stuff*"
In summary, a vast array of fabrics were in use in Westmoreland
County in the first three quarters of the eighteenth century, for in
all over one hundred and thirty' different kinds of fabric were noted*
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Among tho«e which appeared only occasionally were boobase, caddis,
crisp, dungaar, ahagreene, and tansy.

Sena materials were the same

m those we use today* flannel, seersucker, acid dimity; while others
were complete."strangere11- dueape, cantaloons, and vermilion, _the ,
inventories of the tees and the other vell-todo fasiillea of the.
area, contained greet quantities of.waterlei., Bet it it sim true
that almost .every inventory, down to the smallest, had at leaat a

i m yards of. same fabric on band,^

m

Notes for Chapter V
1, The nuking of sheets, tablecloths, and other household .31m m
w m also a heme industry at this time, and lengths of material
wore bought for this purpose as well as for clothes. However,
m attempt has bean made to limit this discussion, as well
as the list at the end of this paper, to fabrics known to
have been used in the making of clothing in Virginia.
2, Greater quantities of Virginia cloth were found in the York
County Records 1700-1720 than in the Westmoreland records
covering the same period.
3, Ifer. 30, 1714, Westmoreland Deeds and Wills, ?, 271-273*
■ 'Oct, 1, t?39, Westmoreland Records ami Inventories, I, 218-219|
Aug. 30, 1763, ibid., 17, 1f1-191aj Aug. 23, 1761, Ibid.,
f4?a«1&8.
4, indrev Burnaby,.Travels Through the Middle Settlements in

S E t r i f c W w ) . u.

\n

teth assiasa is m >lsm J252

. Order of Archibald Govan iyletts* «ft*3y27, 1770, Horton Papers,
. !lar. 15, 1722, York Oxders, Wills, etc., XVI, 276-277.

7, Order of Nathaniel Burwell and of R. 0, Nicholas, as quoted in
John Morton 4 Sons, ed, Frances Mason, 146, 72-73,
8, Osrder of the Virginia Providence ffewhunt Co,,. May 16, 1771,
Horton Papers.
9. For a complete listing and description of the fabrics,
pleas# see the appendix.

APPENDIX
Part I
A DBCIIOHARt OP FABRICS
This dictionary is composed of materials found in the
Westmoreland sod %>tk County Eeeorde# A number of fabrics m m
omitted because they were not normally used for clothing, for
example, duck, sheeting, and canvas* Another and larger group
of fabric© had to be omitted because no definitions of them were
available in either ’fabric or general dictionaries, • these included
kusseis, outgoes, ponistana, end selune.
Alamode (allamode) * A thin, light and glossy silk, usually soft
and black *
Allopn (alopene)*■ A mired stuff of wool and silk or mohair and
■cotton* / 1
'
,
n
Seise* A loosely woven cotton or woolen fabric in a plaid weave.
It came in solid colors* especially green*"1 '
Ballendlne (belladine) •
Barnstable stuff.
>
Bearskin.
Bciabase.

A white silk from Persia or Turkey,

Material from Barnstable, England, a town famous
for woolen fabric.

A shaggy kind of woolen cloth need especially for overcoats*
A cotton fiber dressed for stuffing or padding garments;
cottonwool, or cotton wadding*

Bombasine. -A twilled or corded drees material* composed
of©ilk
end worsted; sometime* ofcotton and worsted or of
worsted alone. In black this material was* much need
'for mourning. :
Book Muslin.
Broadcloth,

Brocade.

A thin, white muslin for wesson*s dresses*
fbe stoutest and best of the cotton© with many varieties.
the surface feels felted* smooth, and springy with a
short nep.

A silk fabric with a pattern of raioed figures generally
in colors*

Buckram* Originally this was a fine linen or cotton fabric* later
; :it ■referred to.a coarse .linen or,cloth.stiffened with gum
or paste.
Bordett (bordet, btsndit). A kind of cotton fabric % a plain-weave
cotton calico.
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Gaddi#*

4 worsted lace, ribbon, or tape. Alao # sturdy durable
twilled woolen* Also « iterated fabric need by the Scotch
Highlanders*

Calico.

A cotton first imported from Indie end later menufactored
in England* / It 'la oaualiy colorful* '
'

Calimaneo.

A glossy woolen, ribbed or plain*
with a pattern on one aide.

Also a glared linen

Cambric (csmbrick)«. A plain (weave.soft:cotton, or a fine linen
*fabric calendered with a alight lu*ter on Idle
•;'face*"
C#»let (camblet).

A fine lightwelght plein weave fabric amd* with
luster wool and'generally dyed bright red.

Cemletoen(c«ffll«tine) . An imitation camlet or an inferior grade
‘
of c a m l e t . 1
Cantaloon.

A worsted fabric manufactured in the eighteenth century
‘in' th« west ‘of England.*'It wad used (especially ''for
■’ :’
t#d«m#;#a‘<andichildren1# ’clothes. ’" ! •
*

Canton cotton.
Garsey*

A cheap cotton need for linings and underwear*

Seefcersey..

'Check#.' Any1checkered material; that is, any material with a small
check pitterm woven in or1printed:onto.the cloth* .
Chenille*' Atufted cord used for fringes, etc.; also a fabric made
with' a filling -of.:this cord*
Cherryderry. • An Indian cotton similar to gingham.
Chints (chince). A calico with"# colored.'pattern painted or printed

'J
Cloth.

•1

‘m -

it*

•*’

/

''

,'i"’

,M ’ ''

‘’‘

A noste givon in the moat general sense to every pliant fabric
wovan, felted, or otherwise formed of any .fiber* Sot when
-used ‘without qualification or1contextual specification;it'
is usually;' understood to mean a woolen fabric such as is used
■for wearing-apparel* ^ 7 7 7
.

Corduroy (corroderry)*^ A' kind Of cbirie, thick :ribbed cotton*
Cotton. A fabric made of the fibers of the cotton plant; generally
1 lightweight and used especially for eusmer clothes.

m-

Crepe {crape} * A thin silk gsuae, usually crimped.
Crisp* 'A M m British linen* IMsva# alao the original tern
Mot crepc in England,
Crocus. ^Any material colored yellow or decorated with crocus*
Dasmtscus. Any fabricfrem Damascus, usually either a rich silk or
a twilled linen* "

A silk stuff with a reverse pattern oh the back." It la

Damoak.

similar to brocade hot flatter*
;Diaper. A linen fabric woven with a small and stuple pattern loaned
*' / ;by the different directions of the.' thread With reflections
of light item Its surface, and consisting of lines etossing
diamond-wise with the spaces variously filled op by parallel
lines, dots, etc.
Dimity.

A lightweight sheer cotton.

Dorcas.

A striped ssoslln.

’Dowlas*. A coarse linen,much usedih the sixteenth and sevanteeth
'-centuries. ■ Later O' strong calico made in imitation of this.
Drab.

A thick woolen cloth of yellow, dull brosm»or gray*

Drugget*’ An English .fabric woven with a worsted warp’and' a woolen
filling in a plain or twilled weave, or ribbed.
Ducapee.

A fine. soft, plain weave silk with a 'ribbed effect.

;Buffels*A; eoirsewoolen haying;&/ thick hap. or''frieah* ■‘
Dungear.

A coarse ‘inferior ;lndia calico* ;

:f’"'

’;Durant (durante) * .A strong,', thick, glared woolen;identical with
’ ■
i -v■■■■’■
: • •\'everlasting* ‘
Dnroy.

A kind of coarse woolen formally swum factored -in 'the west
of England* It is hot the Same as corduroy* ;

:Batsmans* A law-t*xtured worsted fabric made of'rather rough or
-; -1^coarse*yam' with a two up, two down 'twill'weave* •
- fhis
'- 1,fabric, has asp fibrousHsurface. effect*
■
.Everlasting Clastlag) * A hard-wearing woolen:resembling serge,
?:''
■Also1a warp-ribbed wodl ■used for women1s
•i
'' shoes*' ,

Fearnought.
Felt.

A stout kind of woolen cloth used especially for
©tttfide•clothing.

A cloth made of 'matted- fibers of wool, or wool and fur. ■.

Ferrit (ferrefcj* A stout tape most commonly toade of cotton. When
iaade of silk it w m known m Italian ferrit.
>
<1 .,,f: ,-

Flannel.

,

. ' \ */

A softwolen cloth of loos# texture with a slightly
suapped surface*

Frige (frise bolland). The finest grade of linen made :in Friesland,
: Holland*
imported into ^yiglatid in the'
eighteenth century* The fabric was made one
quarter* one half* or one yard wide* and:was
not finished la any way except bleached.
Fustian.. A material with linen warp and cotton weft* usually a
' printed fabric.
H-;,
Gaigee.

Probably a sturdy type of India cotton, for the word f#galee,#
is an Indian tern for "abuse0 or **to take abuse.**
Eibbon of spun silk thread* or gold m d silver tissue.
Also a double lace.

Galloon*

GarliK (gar11to* -garIla) * >A Gorman linen* after the Prussian toms
where it was made.
Garnetting fabric.

Gauge#

Fabric made from another, material by a procees
of recovering fibers from hard-twisted thread,
waste rags, etc.

A very thin cotton or silk made at Paisley* England, after
1151*
i
: >

V

Gaurc cypress* A light transparent material resembling cobweb lawn
or crepe, much used In mourning* Also any material
gause*like. The word ’*cypressn means dark grey*
;

Gimp.

, '

t a

■i

**■

;*

t

’

:

■

Silk, worsted, or cotton twist with a cord or wire running.,
through it| used for trimming.

Gingham.

A cotton fabric from dyed yam, originally frosa India.

Graset Cgrerett).
Half*SiIk.

A cheap woolen stuff■of a grey color.

The cemblnationof silk with any otherfabric, especially
- linen or cottoh*.

Half*thicks*

jlIliB R e|rl>
*

A fabric similar to washuhites, 'being white in color
hut thinner and lighter in weight. It was also called
.pressed kersey and quarter-thick*.
! *

A
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Holland*

iShWfeVi#
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A fine, plain weave linen isnported from that country.
When unbleached it was called brown holland.

Ssnaspnn-*..■Cloth- .made of y a m spun at. hemes (or a coarse, •loosely
woven material imitating this#
Housewife's cloth.

A middle sort of linen cloth between fins and
coams;,.-for family use*

Huckaback*. A stout cotton or linen fabric 'with, the.waft threads '
./thrown .alternately up. m as to form a roughtsurface.
Humhuma. .A, coarse India cotton cloth.
Incle. .A braid trimming or a. broad linen tape.
Jeans.

A kind of ‘
fustians alio a twilled cotton cloth*

Kendal.

A type of green woolen cloth.. Also the green color thereof,

Renting (kenton). A kind of fine linen cloth;probably originally
taede iotott*.
Eersey.

A coarse narrow cloth woven from a long 'wool and 'usually
ribbed. It has a highly lustrous nap.

heatings. ,See Everlasting..
tom*

A very fine linen,

limn* 'A fabric made f m m flag, also colled Flaxen., r

;v

Limbeck. A plain weave cotton fabric of good qualityyam; soft'and
.= lightweight. ; ' , ' . . 1
...
Linseywooleie. Cloth made of linen', and woolen y a m * : Cotton may be
' ueedinatcadoflinen. gltherstock 1* always the
■
..warp, and animal 'fibers are 5always;the filling *
Linsey*wool*ie was a clothofloose construction,
coarse, and often highly colored* It originated in
England, and, was originally colled "lltmey** After'
'■• the town of tosauy'in'^saeaE^ ’f
’
'

, -

't
f

Lockrarw -.A coarse, plainweave linen fabric of inferloir ,chalityf
originally aM^e'in .France*': / v
'
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lustring (lutestring). A fin© non-lnairous taffeta* Ala© a
fin© glossy warp-ribbed silk dress fabric.
Manchester. Various cation good© product, in that city.
Mantua ©ilk*
Marseilles*

4 black or colored ©ilk originally from Mantua*
4 ©tiff cotton fabric> similar to pique.
Marseilles quilting*

Also

Mecklenburgs • A woolen fabric made with colored silk floral
patterns on a ground of colored stripes*
Mohair.

Cloth made of angora wool*

Morse (moreen). An imitation of watering in inferior ©tuffs* Also
a ©tout woolen or woolen and cotton material either
plain or watered. Occasionally it was combined
with silk as in %llk moreen.*1
Muslin* Any of a variety of cotton cloths ranging from Indian
muslin which was very fine, thin, and soft, to coarse,
heavy types of cotton goods.
nankeen (Nankien).
ffonesopr&tty.

A Bengal muslin*

Also a durable' cotton fabric*

A type of tape or ribbon. The n&m cm m from a
type of sweet william called Nancy Pretty. Originally
nonesopretty was probably fringed or decorated
with tiny flower©, but in the eighteenth century
the name seems to have been applied- to any
especially pretty and dainty tape, or ribbon.

Osenbrigs (Osnabrigs). A coarse linen from Gsnaburg.
a plain, strong cotton.
Paduaaoy,

Also later

A strong corded or gross-grain fabric from Padua,
Italy. It wa© also a narrow silk ribbon.

Parlsnet. The prefix wpari©1* was simply added to the name-of
anything manufactured in that cityj in this ease,
Pari© net.
Patent. A kind of finish.
or flannel.
Peeling.
Pemistone.
Persian.

It can apply to velvet, yarn, cotton,

A kind of satin*
A kind of coarse woolen*
A thin plain silk, fine and lightweight.
cam© in large floral patterns* '

It usually
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flatus*. A kind of flannel. M a o a term used in Great Britain for
heavily sired solid-colored cotton fabric#.
Flush*

A kind of cloth of #ilky cotton, wool, or other material
having a nap longer and softer than that of velvet.

Pompadour ground fabric*

Material with a small printed or woven
floral effect in soft shades; used mostly
on silk fabrics and ribbons* the name
applied especially to prints of crimson
or pink shade*

A mixed woven fabric constating of a silk warp and worsted
weft, and having a corded surface. It was often called
"silk poplin."

Poplin.

Prime.

A merino wool used for clothing.

Solis*

A bleached linen of medium quality made in Great Britain.

Somals*

A silk or cotton square or handkerchief. Also a thin silk
or cotton fabric with a handkerchief pattern*

Bussei.

A kind of woolen fabric used for articles of attire*

Russet.

A pure worsted fabric made in England in the 18th century*

Russia.

A coarse linen or hempen textile*

Russia diaper.

Sagathy.

A term, used in England <for diaper fabric made of
*linen with a double diamond pattern larger than that
in Irish diaper.

A alight woolen stuff; a kind of serge*

Sarsenet. A very fine Soft silk made both plain and twilled In a
variety of colors*
Satin.

A silk with a glased surface first mads in England after
1885* It IS. smooth mid generally lustrous, with a thick close
texture*

Satinisco.
Sattenet.

A low quality satin used for lining*
A vary thin s a t i n . M s o a term used in England for strong
cotton fabric made in a satin weave and napped on the back;
an imitation satin.

Scotch cloth.

A textile fabric resembling lawn but cheaper* It was
said to have been made of nettle fiber* Also any
material made in Scotland*

9f
Seersucker.

An India cotton*’ '

Selestas. A linen cloth originally made in Selesta, * province of
Prussia. Also a twilled cotton fabric need for dress
'lining*.
Serge (serge) * A twilled worsted or woolen fabric.
Sergedenin.

A worsted fabric made in England in' the eighteenth
century*

Shag (shagg). A wool and flan mixture need in England. Also any
•baggy cloth* for example "worstedahag,”
Shagreen.

Asilk used for lining*. Also a alaed cotton in imitation
of leather*

Shalloon,

A alight, lightweight woolen.

Shef (Sheffield!. Any fabric from Sheffield, England.
Shenell.

See Chenille.

Shrewsburg plain*.
Silk.
Snail.
Stuff.

Cloth made from the fine, strong* luatrou* fiber produced by
certain caterpillars (silkworms).
A fine tritanir.g, approximately like chenille.
A textile of common wool, plain or twilled* Alao a fabric
Which haa not yet. been made into garment*. Alao a fabric
‘of any kind, sometime* specifically a wor*tered.

Swanskin.
tabby,

Tamarine.

Tani*

A closely woven flannel.

A watered silk, Alee an old British term for fabric made with
a plain' or taffeta weave, usually with a moire or striped
finish*-’Also a plain‘
weave worsted fabric *uch m moreen.

faffeta.

Tammy.

Any material made in that city#- They alee produced
white and broad*reeled thread.

A crisp, lustrous, plain fabric figured or printed;
changeable and ’
moire' effects were popular* It was formerly
called taffety.
Probably a kind of woolen cloth.

A fine worsted drees fabric often with a glased finish*
was alao called tamis'and tamie*
A broadcloth made in China.

Also * two-ply silk yam*

It
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Tanners wool* fabric made of*

Tartan.

Any materiel made of polled wool;
■thstt is* weol'!froi»'the'pelts of dead
sheep.'■ If was considered inferior*
-' h a r s b * f i s t #
:'
*
-

A kind of woolen cloth woven in stripes of various colors
crossing at tight angles so as to form a regular pattern*
The name'is also applied'to silk -and Other fabrics "hating
a alsKllar pattern*;

Thickset. A strong corduroy with short* thick 'pile back made in '
great Britain pand used lot work,clothes,
Ticking.

A strong* closely woven fabric iii plain* twilled* or satin

'
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Tick1inburg.; A'coarse fabric made of linen mixed with cotton*
‘ after a town in Germany*'
'
Turkey gauss*

Hamad

A term need in Great- Britain for jacquard fabric-1
generally made With floral £igm*Wa!-oa ganse ground
' with plain-weave borders.

Velverette. A cotton, velvet often made in ribbed effect or,printed#
; J Usually 's^dcwide.1 1 ' ' • r‘
:
Velvet. A silk fabric having a thick soft pile of short erect threads.
! ': Also a similar fabric with a cotton’
-or linen back. ’
Venetians. A closely woven cloth having a fine twilled surface* used
l
< :
'm a v'auitlitg imd^dresa'i^tetial* Vermilion.

Originally a fine scarlet wool,
:-dyed"scarlet;

'hater a cotton cloth

Virginia cloth. Originally a coarse* inexpensive fabric made in
1••■'colonial•Virginia •of heap or "flan* -usually mixed with
'cotton.;'later any fabric, especially cotton or linen*
• made' In'Virginia* 'mad presenting a wide value sad
quality range.
•
Wsshvhites. 'One of the best grades of kersey* white In color,
is'also called;swimmer*. ’

it

Welch cotton.-"A fins flannel genarcllyhard woven; or a loosely
woven flannel made with woolen orcotton warp.
Wool.

Material made from the soft* curled covering of sheep*

Worsted.''A woolen-"fabric Of' stuff made '.from well* twisted 'yarn* ’spun
of long*staple wool combed to lAy;the fibers parallel..

kwmmu
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The following women's wardrobes, taken from the
Westmoreland County Records, have been chosen to give a
general view, mid range from examples of the wardrobes owned
by the very wealthy to minimum wardrobes owned by the poorer
ladies of Westmoreland.
1, Inventory of the Estate of Thomas Sorrell
Records and Inventories Volume X, page 42a-44
December 16, 1?26
To t Womans Cold Lace hatt
To t Womans Suite of Cloaths of Cotton Sattea
lyn'd
Silk
To t0° of Stuff
To 10» of half Silk
To 100 of fine halfSilk
To fIP of black Craps
To 1 Womans Double Gown
To 1 Womans Callico riding Gown
To 1 IP Satten for a Woman
To a Suit of Womens Cloaths cut out of India Persian
To 3 prs Womens Wash Gloves 15& fPpF 1
To 2 pr black Silk Gloves
•

To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To

•

pF

1

5

4
1
1 5
1 10
f
1
8
18
4

Kittens. . •

44
10

7

•

2
1
2
5
2
2
5

small Girdles at Is 1 S&rsenett hoods 5s
black hood 5s to. India handkerchief
Silk IP
Suits of head linen at 5/ Each
pr Sleeves & 2 handkerchief©
Muslin Aprons 8/ 1 D° Hood 3/
aprons © 4/ per 1 3/4 black ribbon. . .
pins 18d, 4 fans © 2/ 2 fP*boddices 5/
3 P**8 womas Shoes % 3/ per pair
2 pr woosted Stockins, 1 pr Thread D©
1 Double Gown of Callico 35/
1 Cailimaiico IP 85/
1 Linen Mantua Gown 15/, 2 flaxen Petticoats 10/
1 old Crape Gown It Petticoat 2/6
1 old Gound Callico 1/
1 Callico Gown & Petticoat 20/ . . .
1 Silk boimett 2/ 1 ps tape, 1 p8 Nonsopretty
Total
93

fc

1
1

6
3
6
5
5
11
2
8
9
?

2§
6
6

3 10
1 5
3

6

2

8

1
33.

9

94
2* In v e n to ry o f th e E s ta te o f C h a rle s Ashton
R ecords and I n v e n to rie s Volume 1 , pig© 1 0 a-1t&
Septem ber 3 0 , 1724
To 1 Silk ©tuff Sown & petticoat
To 1 Callico Riding Gown
to 1 Callico Gown & Petticoat
to X Silk Petticoat
to 1 Stamp*t Linnen Petticoat
to 1 Swanskin wasteoat
To 1 p? of Scarlett Stockens
To 1 pr of Lac’d Shoe©
To 2 holland jumps & 1 D° Petticoat
To 3 fine White Linnen apron©
To head Linen & Ruff©He
To 3 black hoods 1 old d®
To 2 3/4 yds of Ribbon * * •
To 2 womens girdles
To 1 Silk Gauss handkercheif 1s Silk Muzlind:
fo 2 fans
To 6 Linnen Aprons
To 5 y^8 of Ribbon
to 3 Silk lace© 1 amber Mecklaee 3small necklace©

3
—•
4
—*
—
—
—
«■»
2
1
—
***—
—
—
—

To 1 callico Gown & Petticoat
To 1 Stamp*t Linnen Petticoat
To 1 thread Sattin Gown & Petticoat©
Lin’d with Silk
To 2 -fustian Petticoat© 1 D° jump
To f: pT of Paragon Boddiss & Stomicher
To 1 old Gown & Petticoat
To X pr of old Lac’d Shoe©
To 9 women Shift©
To 2 Long, Muslin apron© 1 Short d°lac’d
To 3 double handkercheif© 2 Single-d<> 2 pr
of Linen Glove 2 do Stomacher©
To 5 yard© of Ribbon
To 4 y**® of Ribbon
To 3 y**s of Ditto
To 1 pT of Gloves 1 pT of Mittens
To 2 Masque©
To 1 Lac *d hatt I f ofLeathr lattf
To 1 Silk Muslin handkercheif
To 6 3/4 yrd of Bone Lace
To 1 powder box 1 ® of pins
To 1 -Sattin Mantle Lin’d with callico
•

•

1

—
15

—
—

10
4
2
4
5
10
d
10
5
S
2
10
4
15
10
7

~~
—

8

6
—

■«»*
0
5

*■*

8

4
t

2
—
—

—
—
—
—*
—
—

*"*
—
—
—
6
—
—
3

15

—

—

—
*•**

10
7
6
2
.2
6
11
6
13
1
12

—
—
—
6
—
—
6
—
6
•—
6
2

•

To X Sattin handkercheif
Total

i

34

to

—

13

2

95

3* In v en to ry o f th e E s ta te o f Mrs. E liz a b e th Stonehouse
Eecords and In v e n to rie s tolmm X, page 2?8&~279
March 3# 1742
»

w

•

2
6

To
yard© of Brown Linen
. . .a m m m Hatt 6/
fo
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To

a
a
1
1

quilted Silk Petticoat 7/6 and a old hood 6^
Gound and Petticoat
0° old check apron # and
yards of Check Linen
B° 10/ 1 Check apron 9^ and a Striped Holland
petticoat 7/6
10 womens caps 5/ & 1 pillow case and Napkin
3 old white aprons 6/ 1 D° new 3/
3 Double handkerchiefs white
1 old Shift 9^ an old IP 1/ and a XP 5/ and
a 0° new 10/
1 old Cap and a pr of Fockett© 2d
1 old fan 2s* old pair pochette 2d do stocking© 2d
1 old Duroy Gound 3/ 1 old Mantle and old j£*

I

Stays 2/2
To I woman© Jaccoat & 2 old petticoats
. * , i / womens Stockings 3/6
To a pr womens Shoes 1/3® a |/ of do 2d

a
10

1

1#

ia
5
9
3

3
a

16
2

9
6
6

5
6
3

2

1

...

9

6
5
6

To a Small parcel Cotton three old Gloves
7o 1 pair Gold Bobfes 12/10® and an. Iron Chain
Total-

t 6

15

0

15

9

96

4 . In v e n to ry o f t h e E s ta te o f F ran ces Grace
Records and I n v e n to rie s Volume 2 , page 22a-23a
A p r il 6 , 1747
•

•

To
To
to
To
To
•

•

a, Tamey Gound & Polecat©
1 womans Short Cloak
1 Virginia Cloath gound It a Tamey Quilted Coat
1. Apron 3 hank© sam old Stockings
1 Shef Gound & Petecoat
•

t

5
15
10
7
15

«

To 1 Stamp!** linen gound.4 petecoat
To a parcel of Shifts aprons & other linens
To some old wooling Cloths
To 1 Womans Hat
To 1 pr* womans wasted stockings & a faun[fanf]
To 2 linen handkerehifs & 1 Silk W
To a pr of Speeticles a Kussey 4 thimble
To a parcel of Head Cloaths

10
15

2

6

5
5
5

2

6

5

Total

fe

4

2

0

5. Inventory of the Estate of Katherine Bonam
Deeds and Wills Book 5 page 442-443 accorded June 3, 1715

• • •
4 gound & petty coat old
2 very old gownde 4 'petty coats
A‘Sorry gown 4 petty coat old
A pf of Bodies'Stomacher 4 Westcoat

0
0
0
0

15
14
8
10

0
0
0
0

0
0

02
17

0
8

0

12

0

1

10

0

5

8

6

• • •

■

2 pf 1$ growest a silk lace. . .
A gold ring

. . .

3 dimity Vests 6 aprons a p** of Stoeklns
Gaps 4 other lining trunk all old

# * *
A muslin apron sum head cloaths 4 several!
other Xing, things
Total

h

9?

6 . In v en to ry o f th e E s ta te o f Adam Weaver
Hecords and In v e n to rie s Volume 5 , page 15&-161
August 2 8 , 1771
fo 1 Virginia stript Cloth Conn 10/.
to 1 09 10/, fo 1 Of 12/.
to 1 Mamas Hath 5/. to 1 Quilted Petticoat
14/. fo 1 Old red Cloak $/.
to 1 Virginia Cloth Peticoat 6/. fo 1 Of 5/*
to 3 Shifts IS/,
fo a parcel of 0 M Cloths 2/6 fo 2 Aprons
4 1 Mantle 10/.
fo 1 Lawn Mmdkmmh<$M 4/. 7© 3 iianen
09 2/6.
fo 1 Bibbsnd and: 1 lace t/. fo a pare#! of'
caps 6/.

...

1

12

0

1

7

0

1

a

0

0

12

6

6

6

7

fo 1 Apron, 1 Peticoat, 4 1 Jackett
total

0

5

0

s

17

0

7. Inventory of the Estate of EMsaheth Creed
Becords and Inventories Volume 1, page 176a-177
May 3, 1737
•

*

*

fo one Callico Sound & pedicoate
fo one CanCan Gound 4 Callimlnise pedicoats
fo one old Gound and pedicoats and one pair
of Bodesies
fo a parcel of old clothes a black hood and
two pair of Stocfcens
fo a remnant of honey Comb Cloath Some
thread a remht of tap©
fo one old Blew Coate two Silk handireffs
total

b

0
0

12
16

0
0

0

14

0

0

13

0

0
0

3
4

0
0

3

2

0

8* In v en to ry o f t h e E s ta te o f France© Jo hnston
Becords and In v e n to rie s Volume X# page 2?8a
F eb ru ary 7# 1742

0

13

0
0
0

6
0

0

3
to
12
18

ft 2

1

0

3
5
2
5

4

13

10

fo 3 pf of Womens Stockings 5/ 1 -worn® Cloak
*

*

fo
fo
To
To

«

4 Check aprons 2 pr pockets 1 pr jumps
1 Gound aid Petticoat
2 petty Coats and 1 Gound
a parcel of Bead Liman
Total

6

0

V. Inventor of the Estate of Alice Grant
Becords and Inventories Volume 1, page 140a**141
June f0# 1734
to
To
To
To

2
1
1
a

y<t* Check linen # 20d
Black hatt at 5/
pare womans Stock!ns $
Sagethy Gown and petty Cote

1
total

*

t

€

10* Inventory of the Estate of Ann Ball
Becords and Inventories Volume 2f page 166a
August 8, 1751
To 1 Silk & Cotton Gown 10/ fo 1 Tartan W 16/
To 1 Virginia Cloth W & Coat 12/ To 1 Blue
Quilted Coat 1 old Blue Cloak 1 old hatt $/
To- a Farcell of Sun. (^Suhdryfj wearing Cloths 16/

1
0

6

0
15
16

0

8

To 1 pr of old Shoes Bd
Total

% 2

17

11. Inventory of the Estate of Frances Carter
( An eacataple of‘'valuing an estate in. pounds of tobacco.)
Deeds and Wills Volume 3> page 431
August 1> 1706

...

t
80

To 4 striped handkerchiefs

...

To a Parcel of linen fine & course
To a Parcel of woolen Cloath

3000
3000

...

To 3 pr of shoes and a smallp*cell of ©ilk
Total

200

62m Lbs.

8
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Pax* H « i
Representative entries. from the accounts of the Sherman
and the Sorrell estatee/showing the kind of material and
information which can he gained from these accounts*
William .Shermans An' account of Goode brought and made m e of
absolutely necessary ifcr the decedth children and family;
fob
1733 fo 6 y**8 dovlase at 16 Pyd
.224
fo fi yds Busia linen # fib I? yd
;10
fo 2® yds fine wide lixsnen at
'.60
fo ki yard Sc&suckers at 36lb IP yd
.160
fo 5 yards Callieo at 32 lb /p yd
;160
fo 1 Fair womens worsted Stockings
.40
fo 1 Pair BO® Gloves
.16
To 1 t o ®
,^
*26
4 o V y d © fine Galileo • 36 IP yd
fo 2 pair wo® ve&eteA Stockings 8 36 fF pr
To two pair Small Tarn So at 15
2£ yards' Kwsey

*<taa
;?2
.93

To *20 yards Virginia Cloath 0 20 f? yd

.400

Records and Inventories Vol.. 1* p. 230a
Mr William Sherman Estate
(Goods & services necessary for children and family since
his death* )
fo
To
To
To
To

3 if womens Shoes 9/ 1 pair Clogs 3/
1
2/6 1 p** Thread Stockings 2/9
2 pr worstead m 1/9
2 pair White Gloves 2/ 2 ps Wccklace 14d
1. pair Studs set in Silver 1/6 1 pf
brass do 2d

To*6*yards lace 6/ 2 pen knife 9**
To 1 fan 1/ 2 Cotton handkerchief 3/
To two Silk lace© 1/ 1 Straw hatt 2/2
fo 16 y^s Irish Holland # 26/6
To 2 pair wot Shoe© 5/ 2| yds Bowlace 2/6
fo 1 Scarlett Cloak 10/61*’:
fo 1 pair wos worstead Stocking© 1/9

0
0
0
0

12
5
3
3

6
2

0

1

6

0
0
0
1

6

9
G

3
3

O
3

6

2
6

9
to

6
6

1

9

....
Wharton Randell, Guardian
Records and inventories* Volume 1* page 239 Sept. 1* I960

100

Estate of Thomas Sorrell Accounts (debt against since death)
fo Paid Margt Shaw for weaving 41 yard© of Clo&th
for yon at 31 lb fob p yd.
* **
To two pair Womens shoe© % 4/6 if pair
To 1 pair Womens Gloves
• ••
To 1 pair lemons Stript Silken Shoes @

123

.

9

1

4

• ••
To paid IP* Bichard
for Mrs. Betty
• • a
To two pair Womens
Sewell @ 4/6
•

*

Jackson for a Laced hatt
Sorrell Gash
Shoes for Betty and Winncg
if pair

•

Becords and Inventories Volume 1, page 218*219
October 173^-October 1999

18
9

APPENDIX
Part II-C

The following is a paraphrase of the most important
items to he found in the account of the estate of Mr. Bichard
Matts** that is the articles bought for the two orphan girls
Aims and Mary Matts, the account was kept by Andrew Monroe.
Records and Inventories Volume 2, page 199a~2G4a
June 24, t?52
The most important articles of clothing, bought for the two
girls wares
1749
Dec. 2, 1 pr. calliiaanco shoes 1 pr. leather ditto
Making two gowns
1 pr. stays
1 cherriderry Gown
7 yds# of lace
1749/50 Feb.
Paid to a Shoemaker
March,

1750

1
1

2

13
4
12
IB
5

150 pounds of Tobacco

1 pr. stays 2 pr. eallimanco shoes

1

Paid for *pilting a coat
4 yds. Dove Colored Silk

10
If

1

0

1 pr. silk shoes had of Mr. Hanson
2 stay hooks

0
0

15

2

6
0

July.
Paid for Gown making

1 pr. necklace, 13 yds. ribbon, f yd®,
Do. all had of Mr. Pasley
t gold ring
1 mask
Paid for gown making:
Paid for knitting
1750 Msy 30
pr. Superfine stays
I yd® , garlix
1 suit of head clothes & eheffels & handkers
1 whale bone hoop petticoat
1 pr. gold bobs with atones
1 silk quilted petticoat
1 pr. best kid gloves
1 best ivory fan 2m pins
1 velvet bonnet
1 pr. superfine .gold buttons Bristol stones
11 pr. stone buttons set in silver
5 yds. superfine lace
1 best velvet cloak
1 pr. women1a black glove®

225 Tobacco
f
0
3

0
7
3
9
f
A

2
1
2

13
7
3

0
6
14
3

0
6

12
1
0

0

5

1
3

0
6
0

11
0
2

9
3

6
9

0

2 pr* women*© calf shoes 5/ 1 pr* Bo. whit©
heeled last
1 pr. ©Ilk shoes 2 pr. eaUimanco Bo*
1 pr* black shamsy Bo. 1 pr* Spanish
leather Do.
1 velvet bomet
1 pr. kid gloves 2/3
m o Sept*
1 pr. women1© silk hose 1 pr. calf shoes
2 pr. women *© best worsted stockings
2 necklaces
Paid for a fan 3 /2
2 painted boxes
Doc •

2 gown©
1 pr* red heel© ©hoes X pr* glove©

dan. 1731/2
■1 woman*© hair hat
2 pr. worsted stockings
1 fine linen handkerchief
Feb.5# 2 .pr* black lace shoes 1 .pr* Morocco IP*
March 5

1 furred hat & band. 1 'plain.
Paid Ha. Hobson for making etays 185 tobacco

m 2 April 7
Paid for quilting
2 pr. women*e best thread stockings
1 pr* ealimanco shoes
7 pr. plaid hose 13/
1 woman*s scarlet cloak
1 necklace 2 yds* ribbon
1 C Superfine necklace
July

Paid for gown making
1 .cane- hoop 1 cloak
4 cotton handkerchiefs
1 pr. y a m stockings 2 yds* ealllco
X pr. silver buckle©, with Bristol ©tones
1 silk handkerchief
1 pr. women*© callimanco ©hoe©
1 pr* Tabby stay©
1 pr. ©ilk. stockings

August

2 pr. ehlf shoes

1 pr. Spanish do*

1
1 pr. silk shoes 1 flowered imderpetticoat
t$
1
2
2 pr. calf shoes X pr. silk Do.
tt
2 suits head clothe
6
12
1 hoop petticoat 1 par. "sizar©"
6
1 pr. stone sleeve buttons set in silver
8
Felt hat 1 pr. worsted stockings
1 woman’s scarlet saddle silver lace & silver fringe
18
m
4 coat h 18.ID
4 pr. women’s stockings
2 pr. thread Do.
4 pr. half handed gloves
Paid to Charles Jones for 2 petticoats
11 pr. plaid stockings
1 felt hat
2 pr. necklaces
1 pr. silk shoes
1 pr. wash gloves
t pr. calf shoes 5/
2 necklaces
2 pr* thread stockings

9
7
10
$

14
17
12
1$
2
12

10
4

5

the .type® of material and fabric bought during; the period
for Anne and Mary were:
fine calico* fine efeince, shallon, silk* whit© linen,
brown linen, dowlas, green plain®, wrapper, ozenbrigs, bln©
friz©, plaid, cambrick, India dimity', cotton, allepean, muslin,
tammy, damask, red calimanco, garlik, China taffety, flowered
lawn, fin© Holland, scarlet shalloon, plain l&wn, brocade,
lustring, scarlet cambist, harrow check, wide check, plains,
black velvet, buckram, princes®, linen, white calico, kersey,
druget, swanskin, Irish linen, Irish Holland, fearnothing,
and half-thicks.
Types of ribbons and laces bought were; silk laces,
whit© tap©', nonsopretty, gold ribbon, hood lac©, gauss ribbon,
figured ribbon, black ribbon, whit© ribbon, silver ribbon, and
superfine lace*
■>T m b is just a summary of what wa® bought for Ann© and
Mary Watts, and is not complete by any means. The total
amount spent during 1*© period December 1749 and December
1752 was h $80.3.4* This did not include the vhlue of the
tobacco given in trad© for goods and services* neither did
it include food, schooling, or household items•

mm&m
Bart II~B

Hepresentative m m p l m of the willing of clothing
and materials, m they were found in the Westmoreland County
Records, are given below.
1. The willing of clothing to daughters.
Will of Elizabeth Tucker
Deeds and Wills Volume 7, p. 110-11.2 Hecorded Oct. !?22
". . .Item I give bequeath and devise to ay daughter'Martha Tucker. . .a shift an apron a jump muzling handkeroheif 4 a *
primer. Item I give to my daughter Mary Woodward ay black
gown & pettecoat my new primer and best shift. Item X give’
to sy daughter Sarah Minor my black hood-. Item I give to my
daughter Rebecca fucker ay dimity wasteoat, stuff petticoat,
and callico apron* . . ."
2. The willing of clothing to- close relatives.
Will, of Frances Wiggington
Deeds and Wills Volume 8, p. 199, April 25, 1733.
tt. . .Item I give to ay Cousin Harare Davies. . .two Suits of
Cloths and two Shifts, and two pair® of -Shoes & two pair© of
Stockens. Item I give to my Cousin Elizabeth Can&day one Black
Suit of Cloths and a Could Bing. Item I give to ay Cousin
Frances Davies One Sound and peticote, And one Gound and Peticote
to sy Cousin Ann Davies. Item I Give to Aim Banister. . .
one Suit© of Clothes, two Shifts and one pair of Shoes and
Stockens. Item I Give to sy Godson Thomas Martin'one Gould
-Bing and a new Bible. Item I Give Gerrard Davies [Z Zi one
Gould Bing. Item I Give to y« Negro Boy Thomas belonging
to sy daughter Elizth Wright a Suit of Clothe. . .
Will of Martha Bust
Deeds and Wills Volume 10, page 124-124 May 28, 1745
”. . .Item I give to ay cosen Mary Cox one muslin apron one
flour [flowered*] handkerfer one Black hud one yard of Ribbon,
two yards of fine linnen on© small piece of Calugo one black
hat on© pair of Gloves one pair of Gold bobs one pair of
’silver clasps and one Gold ring and one stud and my Calugo
Gound. Item I give to Kary Hall all the rest of my wearing apparel.

3. The willing of clothes to friends.

Will of Ann HOI
Deeds and WiUs Volume 11, p. 281 April 17, 1757
**. . .Item 1. give unto Aim Cruflsait ny blue Cloak & blue
Quilted petticoat© and check apron, old wearing Matt.
Item X give unto Elisabeth Minir [Minor] daughter of John
.Hitter,'one Silk' At Cotton Gown. Item X give unto John Muses
two daughters Ann Muse & Elisabeth Muse a Country Cloath
Gown & a Tartan Gown & a blue Shalloon petticoat Equally
divided. . . . »
A. the willing of clothing and: material© to housekeeper
{ Clothing was also occasionally willed to ©laves and
indentured servants.)
Will of William Mills
Deeds and Wills Volume 13

Fag© 137 March 28, 1758

n. , .Item I give and bequeath unto. Easter Elliott my
house Keeper. . .all the linen maid and unsaid all the
cotton maid and unmaid and all the Wol©it made and
unmaid. . . .«
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Part H 4
7he fork County Record®
Inventory of Elisabeth awl Alice Ives
Orders,. Wills, Etc, Book 16 Pag® 276-277 March 15# 1722
• * •
6 pr, women’s fin® silk hose 10/
2 pr, ditto beaded 8/
? pr, ditto 7/
2 pr, wom’s slippers'4/6
t worked waiacoat & 1 do cap
2 stomachers 4/
10 ps, of silver and gold laces for shoe®
» • •
2 women’s fauna
2 pr. Women’s eloggs 4/

3
2
2

0
0
0

I
8

1 Won® Quilted Coat
5 sate® HightCloths
3 Muelin hood® one old Silk Do.
3 Muslin Handkerchiefs and 7 Silk Bo
4 Muslin Apron®
2 linen Ditto
4 pr, KvtCiles
2 lace mobbs
3 plain Do & 5 Hlghtcaps
7 Shifts
1 pr. thread ELibens 2 Wash leather Do
3 pr, lid Cloves
2 old fan®
2 pr, Holland Sleeve® with ruffle®
3 Quilted Scull Cap® 9 half Cap®
3 Waistcoat® 1 Stomacher
2 pr. Shoe® 1 pr. Clogs
f Gown and pettycoat Ash Colour
1 Crepe Gown 4 black, petticoat
1 Stripe Sattin gown & blk petticoat
1 Silk Gown
1 Stripe Camlet gown
2 Quilted Coat®
1 red Stuff petticoat
1 knit petticoat
2 par. Stays
1 pr. worsted and 8 pr. old hose
2 black Silk hood®
1 furbelow Scarf old
2 Short Silk Aprons
• » #

16
9
9
10
8
15

19
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
f
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
3
1
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

7

0
5
6
7
0
12
0
17
6
0
0
4
2
0
0
5
0
15
0
6
2
6
0
6
0
1
0
2
2
6
0
3
0
0
15 . 0
0
0
0
15
6
7
6
7
7 6
6
7
2
6
0
3
12
6
0
15
0
5

1 woman*© hat
*

»

0

2

6

0

0
0

*

1 se&rlatt cloak and velvet hood
1 Camlet cloak & hood

2
1

0

2. Inventory ©t H m y Dyer
Order©, Wills, Etc. Book 14 January 15, 1210 p. 67-68
•

•

•

fo 1 Stuff Gowns Callieo Petticoat ana Apralng
...
fo 1 p of body© 2 silk gowns
f© 1 new Stuff petticoat & 1 Damous Gown
a parcell of old fring
fo 1 old Gown & Petticoat 1 head dress
6s Sleeves and a Strip Italia Apraii$
fo. • .2 © M hoods a baadkersher
» • e
fo $ old seikells 3 pda# Qamou©

1/

5^MM»

t/

to/*^

i/

7/*“

X/
0/

15/—

3. Mill of James Orlando
Orders, W1X3&, Etc. Book 15, pages 529-523 Mad. November
21, 1719
•

•

»

"legacys given to his Daughter m foUowetb
1 lew Staff eute womens Cloathe 1 old Callieo &> X Sattia
sut© not made 1 flannell 1 Virginia Cotton petticoat 1
Elding gound a parcell of lace for a petticoat 1 hatt
Shift. . #a pr womans ©hoe© 1 pf Silk Stockings 1 p** Cotton
0° 2 Italia aprons 2 sutes Ruffles 2 Cause handkerchiefs
X mito of head Cloathe 1 Silk lace a pcell Eibbon one silver
Chain 1 small fecse Containing. 4 Gold Blogs 1 Silver thimble
& g* in portugal money & frank Containing the above
articles to the value of & %. ?. 9. . . .w

APPENDIX
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Example of the descriptions of clothing that can be found
in the advertisement for Hrim~awayn servants in the Vir&taia
SSfigBaU.
Hunter, Hay 2, 1751 (3*2)
"Ran away from the Subscribers, [Robert faule and John.
Elliott] living in Westmoreland County. . .a white' Servant
Woman. . .Sarah Willmor©, alias Willmott, about fvronty-three
fears of Agej . . .had on when she went away, a dark colour’d
old Cablet Gown, much stain’d with far, a blue quilted
Coat lin’d with fellow, and a pretty good furr’d Bat* ’Tie
likely she may change her Apparel, having stole m Ash
colour’d Cambist Gown, tied at the Sleeve® with blue Ribbone,
a purple colour’d Callieo Gown, a white Dimity under Coat
work’d round the Bottom, and a fhunder and Lightning, alias
German Serge Coat, trimm’d with black Glass .Buttons; with
many other things too tedious here be-mention. . .■'.**
P.0. Hsy 6, 1773 <3*2) Advertisement Of William Black of
King and Queen County
**Sh© [Sarah, age 22] carried with'..her several Changes
of Apparel, among which are remembered a red & white Calico’
Jacket & Petticoat, a white Holland and blue Plains Ditto, a
red Flannel Petticoat, a purple Cloth Cloak, a black furred
Hat, with a Gold Band, Button, and Loop, a black Silk Hat,
several white Linen Shift© and Aprons, . . .a Pair of English
made Leather Shoe©, and several Pair© of Thread, Cotton, and
Worsted Stockings, with a small red Leather Trunk. . . ♦**
Example of the orders of William. Beverly
Hew fork Public Library Letters and Account©

I734-4G

Invoice of things' for Elisabeth-Beverley Elrgt Bov. 21, 1741
a pt of white tabby stays
a head dree© (if fashionable) & everything suitable or a mobb
&c if head dresses are not wore*
a set of knots- a bone hoop coat—
a velvet hood,
a girdle. • .
a gentile suit of flowered Silk Cloath© or what ie fashionable
(but neither red nor Blue because she has those colours
already) to cost about % 12.
a quilted petticoat
a cheap plain Riding habit

APPENDIX
Bart II-G
this Is an example si* the orders sent through the Horton
Compare* Included below are only those articles pertinent
to the subject under consideration*
Invoice of John Clayton

August 24» 1770

• * •
14 yds Purple & shite printed linen S 2/
*

•

*

1 Peice white callicos 0 2/
1 peiee Long Lawn* * .
6 purple white Linen handkerchiefs
•

*

•

4 red and white Cambs Handkerchiefs 8C
4 Ditto MC
• • •
6 pr woias Calf Skin pump© else small
2 pr woms black everlasting
else
4 pr* won: black Calf Skin pumps else 5 BC
2 pr CP green leather sects else BC
3 pr. B° black everlasting same sisse BC
1 pr * D° white Sattin same else BC
1 pr B° black Callimanca siee 6 AC
4- pr ^ Calve skin else 3 W
2 pr B° black I^vorlasting seme else MC
4 pr tp Calfskin sise/\5
*

*

LI C |%-ic]

•

2 pr worn: large white worsted Hose
2 pr
white thread Hose
3 pr Wosu fine cotton Hose BC
12;pr tP •thread Hose BC
• • . V'
2 pr. woias small white Kid Gloves L7 C
*

*

•

3 blue '& white tinnen handkerchief* for L 7 C '
1 Cheap Hot for Ditto
'*

*

*

i pr mm; f&bby Stays acco to jaeae«re
1 pr* ‘teas turned Stays acc° to (measure]
'1 warns Lafge black, fustible Bonnet with Strings
1 worn: fasfcb& black velvet hood laced
1 warns black silk bonnet BC
2 Lots plain fashionable Ribbon BC
1 French west Necklace 4 Earrings BC
1 Ivory Stick fan in a case BC
1 fashionable Breast flower BC
2 Yards fins Catgut BC
| ps Barrow black Elbon BC
2 Egret BC Black velvet Ribbon BC
f bond lace Girls cap, Handkerchief, Ruffles & Tucker
2 Setts of Fashionable Ribbon HC
A Mother pearl Necklace & Earrings 7 Strand HC

HC

APPENDIX
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l¥om the-Beet’s Corner,

P.O. June kg 1772

4*1

Advise to. Country Ladles against.- the introduction
0 f London Fashions among them*
fraught with each Fashion In its highest taste,
,The -Milliners from fm m return in Haste,
the Young, the Old, the- Homely and the fair,
To Mrs. Modely.’e Shop In Crowds repair.
Vers’d in th’ important Articles of Dress,
She ne’er despair’d of meeting with Success.
F UrtHXa turns each Box with Transport o ’er,
Then cries, this Suit of Linen I adore!
But come, dear Modely, prithee shew us more.
I hear you’ve brought the sweetest Fashions down,
Pray tell us what is chiefly worn in Townf
Why, Ladies, I believe you’ll a H agree
That none has m m Variety than me.
Pray did you ever see a better Lace?
This Head dress, Mem, would much become your Face,
Look at these Earrings, at this Necklace tooj
I think I never saw so fine a Blue.
Here are great Choice indeed, Darinda said,
Modely, I’ll take these Bufflea and the Head.
I find thty make their Clokes extremely short.
And pink’d all overi what a pretty thought!
These Hats too, I suppose, cam© lately downt
Yes, Mem, no other Sort is worn in Town.
I was at the Rehearsal, Mem, and there
Saw how the Ladies dress’d and wore their Hair,
To Ranelagh two Mights I likewise went,
To mind the fashions was my chief Intent%
And I assure you, Ladies, I brought down
What was most worn by Quality in Town.
The Ladies with a Smile her Taste approv’d.
While d ’er each Box their Fyes with Transport rov’d.
Flowers, Egrets, Lappets, Ruffles, charm their Sight,
And each new Object adds to their Delight.
In'short., each Purse of Its.Contents was eas’d,
And both the Parties mutually were pleas’d. • « *
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Primary tfourees^tlaxmscript#
Beverley, William. Letter# and Accounts 1734*1748. Hew York
Public Library! Transcript# in the Research Department
of Colonial Williamsburg, Inc*
Ousels, Daniel Parke. Misc. Mss. Costis. Hew York Historical
Society! Transcripts in tbs Research Department of Colonial
Williamsburg, Inc.
Dates* Horatio.- Horatio Dates Papers 1X1*12$. Hm York
Historical Society! Transcripts in the Research Department
of Colonial Williamsburg, Inc *
Horton* John, and Sons. The Horton Papers (1762*1774).
Microfilm copies imm the Archives' Department of Colonial
Williamsburg, Lac.
Prince William County Records, Will Rook C.
Virginia State Library* Richmond* Va#

Photostats in the

Rathell, Catherine.. Misc. Mss. Rathell. 'Hew fork Historical
Society! Transcript in the ReaearchDepartment of Colonial
Williamsburg, Inc.
Surry County Recorda. Rook 7 Wills and Rook 8 Wills* Photostats
in the Virginia State Library* Richmond, Virginia,
Westmoreland County Records 1700*1774. Records and Inventories
Rook# 1*5, and Reed# and Wills Books 3*15. Photostats and
microfilm-copies from the Virginia State Library* Richmond*
Virginia.
York County Records 1700*1775. A# indexed b# Colonial Williamsburg;
all entries mentioning clothing or materials were then checked
in the microfilm copies at the-Virginia State Library*'Richmond#
Virginia.
Primary Periodicals
The Sentleman’# Magazine, 1731-1750: London.
The Virginia Gazette (Williamsburg). Various edition#* 1730-1775#
As indexed in Lester J. Cappon and Stella M* Ruff1# Virginia
Gazette Index for the Years 1736*1780. 2 vols, Williamsburg* .1050*
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Printed primary Sources
Anburey* Thomas. Travels Through the Interior Parts off,America
in Two Volumea. Pol. 2. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., If23*.
Burnaby* Andresi. Travels Through the Middle Settlements In
North America in the years 1759*1760. Ithaca: Cornell
Press, 1968.
Creaswell, Nicholas. The Journal of Nicholas Creflgwell. 17?4~
1777. M ed. Urn Vork: The Dial Press* 1328.
Essex Countv Records. Deeds and Hills No. 13 (1787*111.
Abstracted and compiled by John P. Dorman. Washington?
ftp, 1963*
Fithian, Philip- Vickers# Journal and letters of Philit? Vickers
Flthtan 1773*1724? A Plantation Tutor of the Old Dominion>
Editor Banter Dickinson Pariah. Williamsburg: Colonial
Williamsburg, Inc., 1943.
Hunter, Hubert* Quebec to Carolina in 1785*86: Being the
' Travel Diary and Observations of ftobert Hunter Jr. a
voung Merchant of London. San Marino: The Huntington
library, 1943#
Mason, Prances Marten, ed. John Horton and Boas. Merchants of
London and Virginia. 1750*1795. Mchmond? The Diets Press,
1937.
Orr, Lucinda Lee. Journal of a Voung'Lady of Virginia (1782} *
Baltimore? John HUrphy and Co.* 1871,
Secondary. Sources— Costume Books.
Cunnington* Cecil W. Handbook of English Costume in the
Seventeenth. Century. .London: Faber and Faber, 1937*
Cunnington, Cecil W* and Phillis. Handbook of English Costume
in the Eighteenth Century. Philadelphia: Dufotir Edition, 1957*
Cunnington,. Phillis, Costume in Pictures. Londons Studio
Vista Limited, 1964.
These three books are the most complete and competent available
on unman*# Fashions,’covering the period under consideration.
Davenport, Hillia, Book of Costume Vol. 2, New York: Creua
Publishers, 1948*
Descriptions of eighteenth-century costumes, based on paintings
of that era.

Earle, Alice Morse. Costume of Colonial Times. New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1894.
A dictionary of colonial fabrics and clothing.
..
Two Centuries of Costume in America*
York? 1903 (also 1894}.
Mainly New England but some notes on Virginia.

New

McClellan, Elisabeth, History of American Costume. New Yorks
Tutor Publishing Company, 1937*
Good test and drawings, based on actual American dresses.
Powys, Marian* Lace and Lace Making. Boston? Charles Y.
Hanford Co., 1953.
To identify types of lace mentioned in the county records.
Schwab, David E. The Story of Lace and Bshrotderv and Handkerchiefs
New Yorks Fairchild Publications, lias., 1957.
Types of lace and handwork.
Secondary Sources— Other than Costume Books
Beckett, E.B., ed. Hogarth. Boston? Boston Book and Art Shop,1955.
English engraver of the eighteenth century. Shows everyday
clothing.
Borenliis, Yaocred, ed. English Painting in the Eighteenth
Century. Paris* The Hyperion Press, 1938.
Portraits of English ladles of die eighteenth century.
Bruce, Alexander Philip. Economic History of Virginia to the
Seventeenth Century. New York? Macmillan and Co., 1907.
Discussion of clothing and materials of seventeenth-century
Virginia.
Faulkner, Harold Underwood. America: Its History and People.
Washington, D. C.t Harper Brothers, 1944.
Information on economic conditions in the eighteenth century.
Haynle, Miriam. The Stronghold: a store of historic Northern
Neck of Virginia and Its oeoola. Richmond: Diets Proas, Inc.,
1959.
Notes on clothing sent to the Northern Neck from England
during the eighteenth century.
Hume, Ivor HsOl. Here Lies Virginia. Now York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1963.
Archaeological view of colonial Ufa.

Millinery .Shop Research Reports. By various workers at the
millinery shop* Colonial Williamsburg.
Reports on the milliners of colonial Williamsburg and on
operation of. the Margaret Hunter Shop.
Morton, Richard L* Colonial Virginia 2 Vols. Chapel Bills
University of North Carolina Press, I960.
Political and economic history of Virginia.
Stanard, Mary Newton. Colonial Virginia. Its People and Customs.
Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott Co., 1917*
Section on dress includes items not found elsewhere, for
example orders and letters from eighteenth-century Virginia.
Spruill, Julia Cherry. Women's Life and Work in the Southern
Colonies. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1938.
General Information on eighteenth-century women as well as
section on clothing in the eighteenth century*
Journals and Historical Series
tower Norfolk Countv Virginia Antiouarv. 1897-1906.
Tyler*a Quarterly Historical and Genealogical Magasine. 1919ff*
Mmlnla,.,.Magasine^of,..His,toryandj&iography. 1893William and Harr Quarterly. 1st, 2nd, and 3rd series, 1892Dictionaries
Carmichael, W. h., George S. Linton, and Isaac Price, eds.
Callaway Textile Dictionary. La.;Grange, 6a.: Callaway.
Milts, 1947.
Craigie, William, and James R. Halbert eds. A Dictionary of
American English on Historical Principles 4 Vole. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1938.
Encyclopedia of Textiles. By the editors of American Fabrics
Magazine. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., I960,
Linton, George 1., j&S, al. eds. The Modern Textile Dictionary.
Boston: Little Brown and Company, 1954.
Marks, Stephen S., ed. Fairchild*® Dictionary of Textiles.
New Yorks Fairchild Publications, Inc., 1959.

the Oxford English Dictionary. 12 Vols. and supplement.
Wright, Joseph. The English Dialect Dictionary 6 Vola.
Londons Henry Frowde, 1898.
Wright, Thomas, ed. Dictionary of Obsolete and Provincial
English 2 Void, Londons George Bell 'and ions, 1893.
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B o m In fort Monroe,. Virginia, August 4, 1940.
traveled widely in the United State© and Europe .
Graduated from Warwick High School in Newport lews,
Virginia, in 1957.

two years at East Carolina College

in Greenville, North Carolina.

Junior year on

scholarship at the East-West Center at the University
of Hawaii.

Beceived A.S. from the University of

Maryland in June 1943.
Entered the College of William and Mary in
September If44 in the Department of History.

